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PREFACE 

Dear Pupils,  

 I feel very pleased to handover this issue of Rayat Dnyandeep. You will 

find it very helpful while preparation of Board Examination of March 2022. It 

consists of the guided evaluation pattern with 20 marks for oral examination and 

80 marks for written. I expect this issue will certainly benefit you for enhancing 

your overall performance. We have provided ample material for you, now it is 

your turn to have more and more practice of Activity Sheets for the preparation 

of written examination. 

 In this issue you will get three Activity Sheets for English (III)  and the 

same number of sheets for Mathematics and also for Science. Practise them as 

much as you can and get the proper guidance for your doubts from the concerning 

teachers. 

 I am heartily thankful to all subject-experts and members of writing teams 

for English, Mathematics and Science. 

 My Sincere thanks to Hon. Dr. Anil Patil, the Chairman of our Sanstha for 

his great support and inspiration. I also thank Hon.Adv. Bhagirath Shinde, Vice 

Chairman and all the office bearers. 

Hon.Prin. Dr. Vitthal Shivankar, Secretary, Hon.Prin.Dr. Prathibha 

Gaikwad, Joint Secretary (Higher Edu.), Hon. Sanjay Nagpure, Joint Secretary          

(Secondary Edu.), Hon. Prin. Dr. Shivling Menkudale, Auditor also deserve my 

thanks. 

 I show my gratitude towards the supportive staff of Karmveer 

Vidyaprabodhini for their co-operation for every kind of office assistance in 

preparation of Rayat Dnyandeep. 

 My heartiest wishes for your S.S.C Board examination in March 2022.  

 

Prin. R. K. Shinde 

Executive Director 

Karmveer Vidyaprabodhini, 
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(ACTIVITY SHEET) 

SECTION:1 Language Study (10 Marks) 

Q.1.(A) Do as directed (Attempt any four):     (8 Marks) 

(1) Complete the following words by using correct letters :    (2)  

(i) ro—d 

(ii)  cl—an  

(iii)  gar —en 

(iv)  la-gur  

(2) Put the following words in alphabetical order :      (2)  

(i) vacation, action, grocer, rainbow 

(ii) aggressive, angry, ancient, awful 

(3) Punctuate the following :         (2)  

(i) whats that said kamal kishore 

(ii) meena its a beautiful day 

(4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word 

‘urbanization’.           (2) 

(5) Write the related words as shown in the example :     (2)  

 

 

 

 

 

 (6) Complete the word chain of ‘nouns’. Add four words, each beginning with 

the last letter of the previous word :        (2)  

distance —»----------, ------------, ------------, ------------- 

(B) Do as directed :                   (2)  

(1) Attempt any one:                   (1) 

(a) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘to be good at’  
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OR 

(b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully:    (1)  

  I am really happy.  

  (2) Attempt any one .  

(a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words (2 words) :   (1)  

 (i) use  

   (ii) complete  

OR  

(b)Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words : (1)  

(i) use  

(ii) complete  
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SECTION II: TEXTUAL PASSAGE 

Q.2 (A) Read the following passage and do the activities.                  (10 Marks) 

A1. Complete the following sentences. 

i) The mother surveyed the area for _______________ 

ii) The mother langur looked into_______________ 

iii) The writer still remembers_________________ 

iv) The writer saw in mother’s eyes_______________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(A2) Complete the web         2 

  

 

 

For a few seconds, the mother langur looked straight into my eyes. 

Even today, I connot forget that look in her eyes, showering silent gratitude 

on me for saving her child. I was overwhelmed by the emotion, the sentiment 

and the way she said thanks to me. There sat a universal mother holding a 

stricken child in her lap. 

Then, in a flash, she jumped with her baby clinging to her belly and 

reached our kitchen roof. She surveyed the area for the vicious male langur 

and then leapt away in the direction opposite to the place of the violent 

encounter. 

The brief meeting with the mother and the baby langur convinced me 

that interspecies communication and mutual trust is indeed a reality and 

should anyone strike the right chord, the relationship hums into action. The 

mother langur showed me that food was not the only means of 

communication between man and animal but that there were other means 

of establishing a bond through trust, compassion and mutual understanding. 

Fifty-five years have passed since that day. I am now seventy years old. 

But I still fondly remember that ‘encounter of a special kind’  

Means of communication 

between man and animal 
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(A3) Match the words in column ‘A’ with their meanings in column ‘B’  2 

  Column ‘A’     Column ‘B’ 

i) Compassion     a) wicked 

ii) Vicious     b) suffer 

iii) Stricken     c) existing everywhere 

iv) Universal     d) sympathy and kindness 

(A4) Do as directed.         2 

i) I Cannot forget that look in her eyes. [Rewrite the sentence by using ‘able to’] 

ii) I am now seventy years old.[Choose the correct tail tag.] 

 a) am I? 

 b) am not I ? 

 c) aren’t I ? 

 d) amn’t I ? 

 

(A5) How can you help an injured bird/animal?     2 

B. Read the following passage and do the activities.       (10 Marks) 

 

B.1 Match the pairs with the fact.        2 

Column A        Column B 

1. Fields in Manipur       1. Athletics 

2. Dingko Singh        2.Jhum 

3. Merry Kom had an eager interest in    3. Bronze 

4. First Medal in Boxing for India in Olympic games  4.-Boxer 

   

 

There had to be one successful story if Indians were to survive in sports 

and we have that story now.Enough has been said about this great warrior who 

conquered the world. This warrior is none other than Mary Mangte Kom-the 

Komqueror and the Komrade. She is famed as a five times World Boxing 

Champion and the only boxer to win a medal in every one of the six world 

championships. In the 2012 Olympics, she became the first Indian woman boxer 

to qualify and win a bronze medal in the 51 kg flyweight category of Boxing.  
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Kom was born in Kangthei village, Moirang Lamkhai in Churachandpur 

disrect of rural Manipur in eastern India. She came from a poor family. Her 

parents, Mangte Tonpa Kom and Mangte Akham Kom were tenant farmers who 

worked in jhum fields. Kom grew up in humble surroundings, helping her parents 

with farm related chores, going to school and learning athletics initially and later 

boxing simultaneously. Her father was a keen wrestler in his younger age. 

She had an eager interest in athletics since childhood and the success of 

Dingko Singh a fellow Manipuri returned from the 1998 Bangkok Asian games 

with a gold medal, Kom recollects, had inspired many youngsters in Manipur to 

try boxing and she too thought of giving it a try.  

 

B2 Describe Mary Kom's family.          2 

B3 Find from the passage the describing words for the following.     2 

1. Story 

2. Family 

3. Wrestler 

4. Surroundings 

B4. Do as directed.             2 

i] Dingko Singh won a gold medal 

[Begin the sentence with ‘A gold medal ....’ and rewrite it.] 

ii] Kom grew up in humble surroundings. 

[Select the proper verbal question from the following.] 

a] Do Kom grew up in humble surroundings? 

b] Does Kom grow up in humble surroundings? 

c] Did Kom grow up in humble surroundings? 

d] Was Kom grow up in humble surroundings? 

B5) Which is your favorite game? Write four to five sentence about it.  2 
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Section III -  poetry 

 Q 3 A)  Read the following stanzas and do the activities. 

A1.  Complete the following sentences. 

i)  The child wants to hear fairy tales from………… 

ii) Father returns home when the child is……… 

iii) The child wants to sow……… 

iv) The father goes back……….. 

  

when my father return home 

I am asleep. 

And he goes back early in the morning 

While I am sleeping 

O Moon 

Give me a  basketful of moonlight 

on loan 

I want to light the dark route 

So that my father returns early. 

I too want to hear fairy tales 

And stories from him. 

O Moon 

Give me  basketful of moonlight. 

I want to sow seeds of moon 

On the side of the path 

A2.  Complete the following  web 

 The child wants to light the 

dark route because- 
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A3.  Identify the figure of speech in the following lines 

I want to sow seeds of moon  

on the side of the path 

B) Appreciation of the poem 

Read the following poem and write an appreciation of it with the help of the 

points given below. 

“ IF ” 

If you can keep your head when all about you 

Are losing theirs and blaming it on you; 

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, 

But make allowance for their doubting too; 

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 

Or, being lied about, don’t deal in lies, 

Or being hated, don’t give way to hating, 

And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise: 

 

If you can dream and not make dreams your master; 

If you can think and not make thoughts, your aim; 

If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster 

And treat those two imposters just the same; 

If you can bear to hear the truth, you’ve spoken, 

Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools, 

Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken 

And stoop and build’em up with worn-out tools: 

 

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, 

Or walk with kings, nor lose the common touch; 
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If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, 

If all men count with you, but none too much; 

If you can fill the unforgiving minute 

With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run, 

Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it, 

And which is more you’ll be a Man, my son! 

 

                                                                            - Rudyard Kipling  

 

Marks- 05 

 Title                                                                                                              

 Poet 

 Rhyme scheme 

 Figure of speech 

 Theme / central idea  
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SECTION :IV : Non-textual passage    - 15 Marks 

Q.4 A. Read the following extract and do the activities given below. (10 marks) 

 

A1) Complete the tree diagram                                                                      (2) 

 

Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan was 

 

 

Born on                     the first                Profesor of        got education 

through 

                                                      

Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan was the first Vice President and second 

President of India. He was a teacher, a philosopher and an author. He had 

introduced the thinking –of Western idealist philosophers like Plato, Plontinus,- 

Bergson into Indian thought. 

He was born on 5th of September, 1888 in a poor Brahmin family. As his 

father could not afford his education expenses, Radhakrishnan supported most of 

his education through scholarships. He completed his B.A and M.A with majors 

in philosophy. He went on to become a professor of philosophy. He showed that 

Indian Philosophy, once translated into standard academic jargon, is worthy of 

being called philosophy by Western standards. He thus, placed Indian philosophy 

on world map. 

Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan had established a strong relationship with the Soviet 

Union when he was appointed as the ambassador to the Soviet Union. 

He has been honoured with many awards for his achievements nationally and 

internationally. He was honoured with the Bharat Ratna in 1954. He is also 

acknowledged with the Templeton Prize of German Book Trade, Order of Merit 

and many other honours.  
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A2) complete the web.                                                                                      (2)  

 

 

 

 

A3) Match the words in column ‘A’ with their antonyms in column ‘ B’  (2) 

            ‘A’                                                       ‘B’ 

a) Rich.           i) strong                                       

b) Eastern.        ii) poor 

c) Weak.        iii) Establish                                             

d) Abolish.         iv) western  

 

A4) Do as directed.                                                                                           (2)  

1) He was a teacher, a philosopher and an author. 

( what is the appropriate place of ‘but also’ in the above sentence ) 

1) Before ‘a teacher’    2) before a 

‘philosopher’ 

2) before ‘an author    4) before ‘he’ 

 

          2) He had established a strong relationship with the Soviet Union. 

                         (Begin your sentence with ‘A strong relationship…..’) 

A5) ‘Dr. Karmaveer Bhaurao Patil was an educationist of masses’. Do you 

agree with the statement? Support?                                                               (2) 

Q4. B.) Summary writing 

Read the passage given In Q 4 ‘A’ and write a summary of it. Suggest a 

suitable title.                                                                                             (5) 

 

 

Dr. Radhakrishnan was honoured with 
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SECTION V: Writing Skill  - 20 Marks 

Q.5. (A) Letter writing: 

A1. Or A.2 Do any one of the following activities :                          (5 Marks ) 

Imagine you are Shreyash / Shreya Mate from flat No. -2 Sinhgad Road, Dhayari, 

Pune-411041. You have read the following poster regarding. ‘HOW TO 

PREVENT COVID-19’. Now attempt any one letter from the following. 

 

 

A1. Informal letter : 

Write a letter to your friend informing him/ her how to protect from corona 

virus infection using the information given in the poster. You may add your 

own points. 

Or 

A2. Formal letter 

Write a letter to the health officer, Pune Municipal Corporation to drive public 

awareness to stop the spreading of Covid-19. You may add your own points. 
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Q5. B) Dialouge writing:  

a) Prepare a dialogue from the jumbled sentences                                     1 

i) Are you vaccinated against corona virus? 

ii) In the primary health center. 

iii) Where did you get vaccine ? 

iv) Yes, I am vaccinated. 

b) Complete the dialogue.                                                                           1 

 

A: Do you read newspapers? 

B: ------------------------------------ 

A: Which newspaper do you like to read? 

B: ----------------------------------------------- 

 

c) Write a dialogue between you and your                                               3 

friend on ‘Importance of listening stories’ 

Write minimum three meaningful exchanges. 

Or 

 

B2. Speech writing:                                                                                       5                                                      

Your school has arranged an elocution competition on the occasion of ‘World 

Health Day’. 

Prepare a speech on ‘Benefits of regular exercise’ use following points in your 

draft.                                                                                                                                   

i) Relieves stress and tension                                                                            

ii) Makes our body fit and healthy 

iii) Sound mind in a sound body. 

iv) Increases your chances of living longer. 
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Q.6 (A) Information Transfer 

 

A1 or A2. Do any one of the following:                                            ( 5 Marks ) 

 

A1 Non-verbal to verbal:  

The following table gives information about Dr. Kalam Write a short paragraph 

based on it. Give a suitable title. 

 

 Full name Dr. Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul 

Kalam 

 Date of birth 15th October 1931 

 Father’s profession Sailor 

 Obtained engineering degree 

from 

Madras Institute of Technology 

 Working period in the space 

Research Committee 

From 1963 to 1982 

 Organisations where he 

worked 

DRDO and ISRO 

 Full form of DRDO Defense Research and Development 

Organisation  

 Honours received Padma Bhushan, Padma Vibhushan, 

Bharat Ratna 

 Known as Missile Man 

 Died on 27th July 2015 
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Or 

A2 Verbal or Non-verbal                                                                  (05 marks ) 

Read the following information and present it in the tree diagram given below. 

Give suitable title to it. 

By definition ‘disaster’ means a catastrophe, a mishap, calamity or grave 

danger event occurred in an area and affected life and properties. It may arise 

from natural or man-made causes. 

 There are many types of disasters. They are divided into two groups natural 

disasters and man-made disasters. Natural disasters may be broadly grouped into 

major and minor types depending upon their potential to cause a damage to 

human life and property. 

 The disasters like earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, droughts, floods and 

cyclones could be regarded as major types.  The disasters like hailstroms, 

avalanches, landslides, fire accidents etc. whose impact is localised and the 

intensity of the damage is much less than others may be catagrorised as a minor 

disasters. 

 Disasters also can be caused by human. The type of man-made disasters 

are radiological emergencies, cyber attacks, explosions, nuclear blast, chemical 

threat, biological weapons, civil unrest etc. 

 The typical effects of disasters may be one or more of the following: loss 

of life, injury, damage and destruction of property, disruption of transport, 

disruption of essential services like electricity and water supply, shortage of food 

resources and spreading of diseases.  
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Q6 (B) Expand the theme. 

B1 or B2 Do any one of the following: 

B1 News Report. 

Read the following headline and prepare a news report with the help of the 

given points. 

209 DEAD DUE TO HEAVY RAINFALL  IN KONKAN REGION 

 

 Headline 

 Dateline 

 Introduction 

 Short continuing paragraph 

OR 

B2 Develop a story using the following beginning. Suggest a suitable title 

 One day I went to market with my mother. The place was very crowded. 

Suddenly…………………. 
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                                   SECTION : VI : Skill Development      -  5 Marks 

Q7. Translation :                                                                               (05 Marks ) 

(a) Translate the following words into your medium of instruction. (any four)   

(2) 

1) Colourful 

2) Plateau 

3) Broom 

4) Nurse 

5) Pavement 

6) Summer 

 

(b)  Translate the following sentences into your medium of instruction. (any two)  (2)                                                                                                                  

1) Get up early in the morning. 

2) Exercise under proper guidance. 

3) Have a balanced diet. 

4) Sleep at least 7 to 8 hours everyday. 

 

(c) Translate the following idioms/ proverbs into your medium of 

instruction. (any one)                                                                                (1) 

1) Action speaks louder than words. 

2) Tit for tat. 
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Model Answer 

(ACTIVITY SHEET) 

SECTION : 1 Language study   (10 marks ) 

Q1. 1(A) Do as directed (Attempt any four) : (8 marks) 

i. road 

ii. clean 

iii. garden 

iv. langur 

(2)    i) action, grocer, rainbow, vacation 

        ii) Aggressive, ancient, angry, awful 

(3)    i) ‘What’s that?’ said Kamal Kishore. 

         ii) ‘Meena, it’s beautiful day.’ 

(4) i) ban ii) run iii) rat iv) nib  (accept any correct word) 

(5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(6) Distance ---eagle---eye ---engine ---envelop 

                                 (Other correct words(nouns)can be accepted) 

(b) Do as directed: (Any one) 

(a) Satish is good at debating. 

Accept any correct answer. 

OR 

Slowly  Fast 

Speedily 

 Run 
Carefully 

Neatly 

Accept any 

correct word 
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(b) I am really happy because I got a wrist watch. 

          Accept any reasonable answer. 

(a) (i) use 

Misuse or useful 

ii) incomplete or completely 

Accept any reasonable answer. 

 

OR 

 

(i) Don’t use slang words in the class. 

OR 

      ii)      We must complete our homework on time. 

                Accept any reasonable answer. 

Q2 A1 Answers: 

i) The mother surveyed the area for the vicious male langur. 

ii) The mother langur looked into writer’s eyes. 

iii) The writer still remembers encounter of a special kind. 

iv) The writer saw in mother’s eyes showering silent gratitude.  

A2)                                                                                                                       2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Means of 

communication 

between man and 

animal 

 Food 

Mutual understanding 

 

Compassion 

 trust 
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A3                                                                                                                          2 

           Column ‘A’                                  Column ‘B’ 

i) Compassion                  d) sympathy and kindness  

ii) Vicious                           a) wicked 

iii) Stricken                         b) suffer 

iv) Universal                       c) existing everywhere 

A4)                                                                                                                       2 

i) I am not able to forget that look in her eyes. 

ii) aren’t I? 

A5)                                                                                                                       2  

If I find any injured bird or animal, I will put it in a cardboard box with a 

lid or a towel over the top or put it to any safe place. I will provide first aid 

needed. I will offer it food and water but not force to eat. 

Answers 

B1. 

             Column ‘A’                                                                        ‘Column ‘B’ 

1. Fields in Manipur                                                                 Jhum                             

2. Merry Kom had an eager interest in                                     Athletics 

3. Dingko Singh                                                                        Boxer  

4. First medal in Boxing for India in Olympic Games             Bronze 

B2 Mary Kom came from a poor family. Mangte Tonpa Kom and Mangte 

Akham Kom are her parents. They are tenant farmers and they worked in Jhum 

fields. Their family surroundings are humble. 

B3  

1) Successful 

2) Poor 

3) Keen 

4) Humble 
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B4. 

i) A gold medal was won by Dingko Singh. 

ii) Did Kom grow up in a humble surrounding? 

B5   Chess is my favorite game. Chess is an indoor game. It is a board game 

played between two players. It is an abstract strategy game. It is one of the most 

popular games in the world. 

 

SECTION III: Poetry 

Q3. A                                                                                                                   02 

A1   

i. The child wants to hear fairy tales from his father. 

ii. The father returns home when the child is asleep. 

iii. The child wants to sow seeds of moon. 

iv. The father goes back early in the morning. 

A2                                                                                                                       02  

                                                                   

 

 

 

A3 Alliteration/ metaphor                                                                                  01  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The child wants to light 

the dark route because 

Wants to hear fairy 

tales and stories from 

his father 

He expects his father 

can return early 
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Answer 

B) Appreciation- 

 The title of the poem is ‘IF’                                      1/2 

 The poem is composed by Rudyard Kipling              1/2 

 The rhyme scheme in the first stanza is ababcdcd                      1 

 Figure of speech is- Personification. Ex. If you can dream and not make 

dreams your master. 

 The central idea of the poem:                                                                   02                                                                        

The poem is a piece of advice given by father to his son. The father tells his 

son to control his anger. When all others are against our thoughts. We must 

be confident. If the child follows his father’s  advice he will be the complete 

human being.  
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SECTION : IV: Non-textual passage with answer -15 Marks 

Q.4 A.  

A1)  

Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan was 

 

Born on   the first             professor of  got education through 

 

 

A2)                                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

A3.  

         column ‘A’                                                 column   ‘B’  

a) Rich                                                                  Poor 

b) Eastern                                                             Western 

c) Weak                                                                Strong 

d) Abolish                                                             Establish   

A4.  

1) before ‘an author’ 

2) A strong relationship had been established with the Soviet Union by him. 

A5. Yes, I agree with the statement. Because Karmveer Bhaurao Patil had played 

a vital role in the revolution of education as he established such a huge 

educational institute ‘Rayat Shikshan Sanstha’ 

 

 

5th Sept. 

1888 

Vice 

president 
Philosophy Scholarships 

Bharat Ratna award 

Dr.Radhakrishnan was honoured with Peace prize Templeton prize 

Order of merit 
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Q4. B.) Summary writing 

  Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan life story. 

 Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan was born in 1888 in a poor Brahmin family. 

He got his education through scholarships. He became a professor of philosophy. 

He was a teacher, a philosopher, an author, the first Vice President of India as 

well as the second President of India. He was honoured with many awards for his 

achievements and works. He was the ambassador to the Soviet Union. 
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Q5. A1 

Shreyash Mate 

Flat No. 2 

Sinhgad Road, 

Dhayri, Pune-411041 

27 Sept. 2021 

 

Dear Parth, 

How are you now? Yesterday, I had a call from your father and I knew that you 

had a cough and fever. Thank God, Covid has not caught you. You know 

‘prevention is better than cure.’ To remain safe and wealthy you have to focus on 

washing your hands often with soap at least for 20 seconds, along with this 

maintain physical distance of 2 meters in the public places. 

If you want to prevent yourself from Covid-19. you must cover your nose and 

mouth with a surgical or cotton mask. Avoid touching your nose, eyes and mouth. 

Don’t spit in public places. Don’t attend parties and functions.  

I hope all the above instructions will help you to be fit and healthy. Get well soon. 

Cover your studies I will meet you in the next week. Convey my regards to Kaka 

and Mavashi. 

Yours loving friend, 

      Shreyash  

 

OR 
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Q5 A2. 

Shreya Mate 

Flat no-2 

Sinhgad road 

Dhayri, Pune-411041 

27th Sept. 2021 

 

To, 

The Health Officer, 

Pune Municipal Corporation 

Pune. 

 

Sub- About creating public awareness 

Respected Sir, 

Today the citizens of Pune and the suburbans of Pune are facing the fatal 

situation. The pandemic, COVID-19 has taken many lives and many are about 

to. 

As the responsible citizen, I humbly request you to drive the public awareness 

compaign. It will help the drastic situation to keep in control. For this the schools, 

colleges, social clubs and groups and governments and semi government 

authorities may go hand in hand. Along with, the slogan, banner, poster 

compititions should be arranged. It should add more public participation and 

make it as a mass drive. I hope you will pay your kind attention and take all the 

necessary steps for the overall success of this drive. 

Thanking you, 

Yours faithfully, 

Shreya mate. 

smate@gmail.com 

 

mailto:smate@gmail.com
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Q5 B1 Dialogue writing :   

a) 

i. Are you vaccinated against Corona virus? 

ii. Yes I am vaccinated. 

iii. Where did you get vaccine? 

iv. In the primary health center 

b) 

i. Do you read newspapers? 

ii. Yes, I red newspapers. 

iii. Which newspapers do you like to reads? 

iv. I like to read ‘The Times of India’ 

c) 

Ramesh      : Hi Suresh, what are you doing? 

Suresh       : Hi Ramesh, I am listening a story. 

Ramesh     : A story? Do you like listening to stories? 

Suresh       : Yes. I like listening to the stories very much. Don’t you? 

Ramesh     : No. I think it’s wastage of time. At that time I can easily watch a   

                     movie. 

Suresh        : Yes, you’re absolutely right but listening to stories helps us to enhance        

                      our listening skill. Listening to stories makes us an active listener. 

Ramesh      : Oh! I never thought of it. I’ll develop the habit of listening to stories. 

Suresh         : Very good. You can start it now. 

Ramesh       : From now? 

Suresh         : Yes, you can join me. 

Ramesh       : Okay! Thanks, Suresh 

Suresh          : You’re welcome. 
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Or 

Q.5. B2) Speech writing 

  Honourable president, respected chief guest, teachers and my dear 

friends. I am here on this Dias to share my thoughts with you on ‘Benefits of 

Regular Exercise’. I hope you will listen to me calmly and quietly. 

 Friends! We all know ‘Sound mind in a sound body’. It means if you keep 

your health good, ultimately you will get good mental health. It is not easy to 

have a sound body. For this regular exercise is must. It relieves our stress and 

strain, hence we will be tension free. 

 Regular exercise improves our digestion, blood circulation and breathing. 

It helps to make us fit and healthy. Proper diet, sound and regular sleep is also 

essential for good health. Regular exercise not only burns our fats and reduce our 

obesity but also gives a proper shape to our physic. This will increase our life 

span. 

 Friends, the organizers gave me an opportunity to express my thoughts and 

views and you listened to me quietly so, I am grateful to you all. 

 Thank you!!   
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Q6 A1) 

Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam 

Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam was born on 15th October 1931 in Rameswaram, 

Tamil Nadu, India. His full name was Dr. Avul Pakir Jainulabideen Abdul Kalam. 

His mother Ashaimma was a housewife. And his father Jainulabideen was a 

sailor. He was the 11th President of India and an eminent Indian scientist. 

 He received his degree in aeronautical engineering from the Madras 

Institute of Technology. In 1958, Kalam was appointed to the post of senior 

scientific Assistant in the Technical center in DTD and P From 1963 to 1982, 

Kalam served in various positions in the Space Research Committee. 

 Dr. Kalam worked in important organisations like DRDO (Defence 

Research and Development Organisation) and ISRO (Indian, Space Research 

Organisation.) He was honored with many awards such as Padma Bhushan, 

Padma Vibhushan and Bharat Ratna as well as Supreme Citizen of India etc. 

Kalam is popularly knows as ‘Missile man’. He died on 27th July 2015 due to 

heart attack while addressing at the Indian institute of Management, Shillong. 

 

Q6. A2) 
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Que. 6(B1) 

209 DEAD DUE TO HEAVY RAINFALL IN KONKAN REGION 

Ratnagiri, 24 July : 209 people are dead due to floods caused by the heavy rainfall 

since July 22 in the western region of Maharashtra. 

 Ratnagiri and Raigad, the two coastal districts in the Konkan region, were 

the worst hit, reporting 130 of the total deaths due to floods and landslides. 

 Chiplun and Mahad Talukas bore the maximum brunt of the disaster. 

Chiplun is located at the foothills of the Sahyadri range in the Konkan region, 

with two sides of the town surrounded by Vashishthi and Shiv rivers. Moreover, 

excess water from the Koyana Dam arrived in a reservoir close to Chiplun and 

got mixed with the Vashishthi River. People spent the night in fear as water 

continued to drown the town. Residents are helped by rescue teams. The entire 

market in Chiplun looked as if it had no roads due to mud. 

 Pramod Dalvi, environmentalist and founder of konkan Alert NGO, said 

that excessive deforestation and absence of the urban planning measures were the 

prime reasons for the disaster. 

Or 

B2 

Presence of mind 

 One day I went to market with my mother. The place was very crowded. 

Suddenly I heard a loud cry of a woman. She was shouting, “chor…chor….catch 

him”. People gathered around her. She told that someone pulled her purse and ran 

away. I asked her in which direction the thief had run. She pointed at the direction. 

Without wasting time I started to run into that direction. But I found no trace of 

the thief. 

 After a while, I found a man who was running and hiding something in his 

hand. I had a doubt this man should be a thief. I started to chase him. As soon as 

he saw me, he increased his speed. I tried my best to catch him but could not reach 

him. To my good luck he fell down. 

 I managed to reach the thief, I found the purse in his hand. I called the 

people standing around there. I told them the whole incident. They caught him. 

Till then my mother, the lady and other people arrived there. The lady identified 

her purse. Meanwhile someone called police. Police came and arrested him. 

 Finally my other and all other people praised me for my brave deed. 
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SECTION : IV : Skill Development   5 Marks 

Q7. Translation : 

(a) Accept any reasonably correct translated words (any four)                  2 

1) रंगीबेरंगी 

2) पठार 

3) झाडू 

4) पाररचाररका 

5) पदपथ/ पादचारी मागग 

6) उन्हाळा  

(b) Accept any reasonably correct translated sentences(any two)            2 

1) सकाळी लवकर उठा. 

2) योग्य मागगदर्गनाखाली व्यायाम करा. 

3) सतंलुलत आहार घ्या. 

4) दररोज लकमान सात त ेआठ तास झोपा. 

(c) Accept any reasonably correct translated idioms/ proverbs(any one)     1 

1) उलिपके्षा कृती श्रषे्ठ. 

2) जर्ास तसे. 
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(ACTIVITY SHEET) 

SECTION: 1 Language study  (10 marks) 

Q. 1. (A) Do as directed (attempt any four) : ( 8 marks ) 

(1) Complete the following words by using correct letters :                           (2) 

i. colo—r 

ii. lis---en 

iii. bun—le 

iv. mar—et 

(2) Put the following words in alphabetical order:                                           (2) 

i. medal, warrior, boxer, incident 

ii. innumerable, incorrect incomplete, incalculable 

(3) Punctuate the following                                                                              (2) 

i. whats your opinion on the future of indian boxing 

ii. did you give any gurudakshina to your guru i asked 

(4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the word 

‘intermittent’                                                                                                      (2) 

(5) Write the related words as shown in the example:                                      (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(6) Complete the word chain of ‘Adjectives’. Add four words, each beginning 

with the last letter of the previous word:                                                       (2) 

 

 

 

------------------ 
------------------ 

----------------------- 

Family 

--------------------- 

Large 
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Beautiful    ……….., ………., ………., ………. 

(B) Do as directed;                   (2)  

(1) Attempt any one: 

(a) Make a meaningful Sentence by using the phrase ‘in front of’                    (1) 

OR 

(b) Add a clause to the following sentence to expand it meaningfully:             (1) 

He wants to leave……. 

 

(2) Attempt any one: 

(a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words (2 words ) :              (1) 

 

i. possible 

ii. courage 

OR 

(b) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words:  (1) 

 

i. Possible 

ii. Courage 
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SECTION II : TEXTUAL PASSAGE 

Q2. Read the following passage and do the activities.                           (10 Marks) 

A1 State whether you are agree or disagree with the following statements. 

i. There is violence to deny the dreams of our children. 

ii. All the temples and mosques and churches and prayer houses have place 

for the dreams of our children. 

iii. The shackles of slavery can be stronger than the quest for freedom. 

iv. One week of global military expenditure can bring all the children to 

classroom. 

Friends! There is no greater violence than to deny the dreams of our children. 

Therefore… I refuse to accept that all the temples and mosques and churches 

and prayer houses no place for the dreams of our children.. 

I refuse to accept that the world is so poor, when just one week of global 

military expenditure can bring all the children to classrooms. 

I refuse to accept that all the laws and constitutions, police and judges are 

unable to protect our children. 

I refuse to accept that the shackles of slavery can ever be stronger than the quest 

for freedom.    I REFUSE TO ACCEPT here. 

My only aim in life is that every child is free to be child, 

-free to grow and develop 

-free to eat, sleep, and see daylight, 

-free to laugh and cry, 

-free to play and learn 

-free to go to school, and above all, 

-free to dream. 

I have the privilege of working with many courageous people who have the 

same aim. We have never given up against any threat or attack and we never 

will. 
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A2  Complete the following diagram.      (2) 

     To…………………… 

     To…………………… 

     To……………………  

     To…………………… 

          

A3  Complete the sentences by using the correct phrase from the bracket. (2) 

[ to give up, to have no place, quest for] 

i) The student must have……………………………..knowledge 

ii) One should………………………………… his bad habits. 

 

A4  Do as directed.         (2) 

i) We have never given up against any threat or attack. (identify the tense) 

ii) I refused to accept that the world is so poor. (Frame Wh-question to get 

the underlined part as an answer.) 

A5 Who helps you to take your decisions? How?  

 

B Read the following passage and do the activities.                            ( 10 Marks) 

B1 Fill in the blanks.                                                                                          (2) 

i. UNESCO stands for………………. 

ii. World heritage sites can also be combination of…………………….  

iii. ………………………………… in China is site with significance to 

human culture. 

iv. World heritage program is administrated by…………………………..  

Every child is 

free 
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          A word heritage site is a site determined by the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Orgainzation (UNESCO) to have 

significant cultural or natural importance to humanity. As such the sites are 

protected and maintained by the International World Heritage Programme 

which is administered by the UNESCO World Heritage Committee. Because 

World Heritage sites are places that are significant culturally and naturally, they 

vary in type and include forests, lakes, monuments, buildings, and cities.  

             World Heritage Sites can also be a combination of both cultural and 

natural areas. For example, Mount Huangshan in China is a site with 

significance to human culture because it played a role in historical Chinese art 

and literature. The mountain is also significant because of its physical 

landscape characteristics.  

  

B2  Complete the web.                                                                                   (2) 

      ……………….. 

  

      ………………..  

B3 Do as directed                                             (2) 

a) Find out similar words for the following from the passage. 

I) differentiate ……………                     ii) important……………….. 

b) Find out any two action describing words from passage. 

I) ……………………..                          ii) ……………………….. 

B4 Do as directed.                                                                                              (2) 

i) A world heritage site is determined by UNSECO. (Begin the sentence 

with UNESCO and rewrite. ) 

ii) World Heritage Site can also be a combination of both cultural and 

natural areas. ( Rewrite the sentence using ‘ as well as’ 

B5 Describe a world Heritage Site that you know.                                            (2) 

 

The mountain is significant 

because…………… 
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SECTION III – Poetry(10 Marks) 

Q.3 A1) State whether the following sentences are true or false.                      (2) 

1) The girl was nervous. 

2) The boy selling the sweet was charming. 

3) The narrator wasn’t kind to the boy. 

4) The poet saw a beautiful girl in the bus. 

THE WORLD IS MINE 

Today on a bus, I saw a lovely girl with silken hair 

I envied her, she seemed so gay, and I wished I was so fair 

When suddenly she rose to leave, I saw her hobble down the aisle  

O God, forgive me when I whine 

I have two legs, the world is mine 

 

And then I stopped to buy some sweets 

The lad who sold them had such charm 

I talked with him, he seemed so calm, and if I were late, it would do no harm.  

And as I left he said to me “I thank you, you have been so kind.” 

It’s nice to talk with folks like you. You see, I’m blind 

O god forgive me when I whine 

I have two eyes, the world is mine  

 

A2 Describe the young girl in the bus.                                                              (2) 

 

A3 Write your own rhyming words for the following.                                      (1) 

I. blind 

II. fair 
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A poem for Appreciation 

You Start Dying Slowly…                                                                     5 marks 

If you do not travel, 

If you do not read, 

If you do not listen to the sounds of life, 

If you do not appreciate yourself. 

You start dying slowly…. 

 

When you kill your self-esteem; 

When you do not let others help you. 

You start dying slowly… 

 

If you become a slave of your habits, 

Walking everyday on the same paths… 

If you do not change your routine, 

If you do not wear different colours 

Or you do not speak to those you don’t know. 

You start dying slowly………… 

 

If you avoid to feel passion… 

And their turbulent emotions; 

Those which make your eyes glisten 

And your heart beat fast. 

You start dying slowly…. 

 

If you do not change your life 

When you are not satisfied with your job, 

Or with your love, 

If you do not risk what is safe, for the uncertain, 
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If you do not go after a dream, 

If you do not allow yourself, 

At least once in your lifetime, 

To run away from sensible advice… 

- Pablo Neruda  

 

 Title -                                                                                                1/2 

 Poet -                                                                                                1/2 

 Rhyme scheme -                                                                              1 

 Figure of speech -                                                                            1 

 Theme/central idea –                                                                       2 

 

Section IV- Non- textual passage (15 Marks) 

Q 4 A. Read the following extract and do the activities.                    (10) 

A.1 Choose two correct sentences form the following and rewrite them. (2) 

1) The number of family members remains the same for long. 

2) The number of family members changes not only in our family but also 

families in the entire world. 

3) Migration is also a reason for the change in the number of family members.  

4) Births and deaths are not the reasons for the change in the number of family 

members. 

 

Each family may have a different number of people. This number does not remain 

the same. As time passes, it may increase or decrease. Marriage is one reason for 

such a loss or gain. You may have seen an aunt or a cousin’s wife joining your 

family after getting married, or another aunt or cousin getting married and joining 

another family. The number of  people in a family also changes due to births and 

deaths. A family grows when the new generation is born. When members of a 

family pass away due to reasons like old age, illness or accidents, the number of 

its member is reduced. Sometimes, children in a family go to other places for their 
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education. Also, some members take up jobs or occupation in other places. 

Moving from one place to another in order to live there is called ‘migration’. Thus 

due to migration, marriages, births and deaths, the number of people in a family 

goes on changing. It is not only in our family that we see these changes, They 

occur in the entire society. 

 

A2. Complete the web               (2)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

A3. Find one word for the following description                                          (2) 

1) Moving from one place to another in the world…………….. 

2) The profession in which man works……………….. 

3) An unexpected event causes to injury………………. 

4) A group of people having same customs and laws…………… 

A4 Do as directed.                                                                                           (2) 

1) Number of family members does not remain the same. (Make it 

affirmative) 

2) Moving from one place to another is called migration. (rewrite the 

sentences and underline the gerund) 

A5 Did the number of your family members change in last few years? How?              (2) 

Q4.B Summary writing                                                                                   (5) 

Read the passage given in ‘Q4.A’ and write a summary of it. Suggest a 

suitable title to the summary.  

 

                                          

Reasons for the change 

in the number of family 

members…….. 
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 SECTION V: Writing skill (20 marks) 

Q5 (A) Letter writing: 

A1. Or A2. Do any one of the following activities:                                ( 5Marks) 

Imagine you are Madhav / Madhavi Karvekar from Satara. You have read the 

following advertisement regarding different tour destinations. Now attempt any 

one letter form the following:  

 

 

A1. Informal letter: 

Write a letter to your mother requesting her to book a tour and confirm your 

seats within offer period. You may add your own points. 

Or 

A2. Formal letter: 

Write a letter to the manager, Bhramanti tours & Travels requesting him to give 

more information about different offers for school tours. You may add your 

own points. 
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Q5 B1 Dialogue writing:                (5 Marks) 

a) Put the following sentences in proper order to prepare a meaningful 

dialogue:                                                                                                   1                                                                                                    

i)  I don’t have one. 

ii) Yes, of course, I want to apply for it. 

iii)  Do you have your library card? 

iv)  Would you like to apply for one right now? 

 

b) Complete the dialogue:                                                                              1 

A: Do you know about rumours? 

B: …………………………………………… 

A: Who, do you think, are responsible for spreading rumours? 

B:…………………………………………………….. 

 

c) Write a dialogue between you and your friend on, ‘Online Education 

During Lock-down’ write minimum three meaningful exchanges.          3 

Or 

B2. Speech writing: 

Prepare a speech on ‘My first day at school after Covid-19’. You may use 

following points. 

i) Your feelings 

ii) Change in school surroundings and atmosphere 

iii) Your daily schedule 

iv) Changed teaching techniques 

v) Precautions, restrictions, rules etc. 
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30%

20%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Que.6 (A) Information Transfer  

              A1 or A2 Do any one of the following:                                    (5 marks ) 

A1 Non-verbal to verbal 

Following pie-chart shows the information about how the students commute to 

their school. 

 Observe the pie-chart and transfer the information into a paragraph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OR 

 

A2 Verbal to Non-verbal 

Read the following instructions carefully and prepare a chart of Dos and Don’ts 

while attending online class. 

 It is necessary to join online classroom on time. 

 You should not lie on sofa or bed while attending online class. 

 It is obligatory for you to sit on a proper and well lit place. 

 It is necessary to keep proper distance between you and your device. 

 You are not allowed to leave the class in the middle or without 

permissions. 

Travel to school by 
autorikshaw 

Travel to school by 
bus 

Parents drop 

Come by private 
vehicles 

Use bicycles 

Walk to school 
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 You should not engage in other communications like phone call or SMS. 

 It is better to use headphones to avoid noisy atmosphere. 

 Avoid eating anything during the class time. 

 You must wait for your turn to answer the question. 

 It is not expected to unmute your mike unnecessarily.  

Dos Don’ts 

  

  

  

  

  

Q6 (B) Expand the theme. 

      B1 or B2 Do any one of the following.             (5 Marks) 

 

B1 News Report. 

Read the following headline a news report with the help of the given points.  

  

INDIA BAGGED SECOND TEST MATCH AGAINST AUSTRALIA 

 Headline- 

 Dateline- 

 Introduction- 

 Short continuing paragraph- 

Or 

 

B2 Develop a story using the following beginning. Suggest a suitable title.  

 Once there was a poor boy who made a living by selling toys from door 

to door. One day, as he was walking from house to house as usual, he 

heard…….   
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SECTION : VI: SKILL DEVELOPMENT     -5 Marks 

Q7. Translation :                                                                                ( 5 Marks) 

(a) Translate the following words into your medium of instruction (any four)               2 

1) Country 

2) Beautiful 

3) Hungry 

4) Umbrella 

5) Paradise 

6) Sweeper 

 

    (b)Translate the following sentences into your medium of instruction (any two)       2 

1) Swimming is good exercise 

2) We should learn from our mistakes. 

3) There is no substitute for hard work. 

4) Plastic is harmful for environment. 

(b) Translate the following idioms/proverbs into your medium of instruction  

(any one)                                                                                                                1 

1. Where there is a will, there is a way. 

2. A bad workman blames his tools. 
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(ACTIVITY SHEET) 

SECTION : I    Language study                         (10 marks) 

Q1. (A) Do as directed (Attempt any four) :     (8marks) 

(1) Complete the following words by using correct letters :                        (2) 

i. ea..y 

ii. foc…s 

iii. mo..her 

iv. re..ch 

(2) put the following words in alphabetical order:                                        (2) 

i) fountain, children, poverty, natural 

ii) rather, rarely, realistic, rapidly 

(3) Punctuate the following :                                                                         (2) 

i) we wont get a taxi in this rain i grumbled 

ii) what are you doing 

(4) Make four words (minimum of 3 letters each) using the letters in the 

word ‘measurable’                                                                                   (2) 

(5) Write the related words as shown in the example :                                 (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(6) Complete the word chain of  ‘Verbs’. Add your words, each beginning 

with the last letter of the previous word :                                               (2) 

              Catch --------------,-----------------,----------------,--------------- 

(B) Do as directed :                                                                                (2 Marks) 

(1) Attempt any one: 

(1) Make a meaningful sentence by using the phrase ‘to find out’         

Old 

Beggar 

--------------- 

…………….. 

…………….. 

……………

… 
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Or 

(b) Add a clause to the following sentences to expand it meaningfully:   

           She was very cheerful……………. 

(2) Attempt any one; 

(a) Add a prefix or suffix to make new words ( 2 words) :  

       i) arrange 

      ii) happy 

Or 

(c) Make a meaningful sentence using any one of the following words:         (01) 

i) arrange 

ii) happy 

Q2. Read the following passage and do the activities.                         (10 Marks) 

A1. State whether the following sentences are ‘true’ or ‘false’.    (2) 

i. Courage is the quality which makes people lose heart when face with a 

great calamity. 

ii. Doctor Stephen Hawking is a living legend of cosmology. 

iii. Doctor Stephen Hawking fell down a couple of times for no reason. 

iv. Doctor Stephen Hawking was suffering from a rare disease LAS. 

            Courage is a wonderful thing. It is that quality, which makes people not 

lose heart when faced with a great calamity. It would not be an exaggeration to 

say that Dr Stephen Hawking, a living legend of cosmology, is the very 

personification of courage and hope. Except his mind, his whole body is bound 

to a wheelchair, thanks to a cruel quirk of fate. Yet, he is one of the greatest 

scientists of this century. 

            An average child, Stephen grew up to be a normal teenager, full of 

mischief and lots of love for music and mathematics. Even though his father 

wanted him to study medicine, he was bent on studying mathematics. The 

University of Oxford, at that time, did not have a course in mathematics so he 

opted to study physics instead. 

             At the age of 17, Stephen started noticing that he was becoming 

increasingly clumsy and even fell down a couple of times, for no reason. This 

perplexed him and he went to see his family doctor, who diagnosed him as 

suffering from an extremely rare diseases – ALS or LOU Gehrig’s diseases that 

affects the nervous system and eventually weakens all the muscles of the body. 
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Stephen says that even as a child his muscle co-ordination was nothing to write 

home about. 

A2. Describe: Stephen Hawking as in his early childhood-   (2) 

i. ………………. 

ii. ………………. 

iii. …………….... 

iv. ……………….. 

A3. Find the homophones for the following words.     (2) 

i. sea 

ii. right 

iii. fool 

iv. wood 

A4. Do as directed          (2) 

i. Courage is a wonderful thing ( Make it exclamatory. ) 

ii. Stephen Hawking is one of the greatest scientists of this century. 

(Change to comparative degree.) 

A5. ‘We can’t get success without facing hardships.’--- Explain.  (2) 

B) Read the following passage and do the activities.          (10 Marks) 

B1 Complete the following sentence by choosing the correct option.    (2) 

i. Mrs. Srivastava gave instructions to the…………. 

a) husband          b) ayah          c) sweeper boy      d) washer man’s son  

ii. Mrs. Bhushan was sheltering under a…………. tree 

a) banyan           b) mango         c) tamarind             d) babul 

iii. Mrs. Bhushan complained of…………….. 

a) summer          b)winter           c) weather              d) spring  

iv. Mrs. Bhushan was fanning herself with a…… 

magazine        b)saree            c) newspaper           d) handkerchief 
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          Mrs. Srivastava had to do some shopping. She gave instructions to the 

ayah about looking after the baby, and told the cook not to be late with the 

midday meal. Then she set out for the Pipalnagar market place, to make her 

customary tour of the cloth shops. 

            A large shady tamarind tree grew at one end of the bazaar, and it was 

here that Mrs. Srivastava found her friend Mrs. Bhushan sheltering from the 

heat. Mrs. Bhushan was fanning herself with a large handkerchief. She 

complained of the summer, which she affirmed, was definitely the hottest in 

the history of Pipalnagar. She then showed Mrs. Srivastava a sample of the 

cloth she was going to buy, and for five minutes they discussed its shade, 

texture and design. Having  exhausted this topic, Mrs. Srivastava said, ‘Do you 

know, my dear, that Seth Govind Ram’s bank can’t even pay its employees? 

Only this morning I heard a complaint from their sweeper, who hasn’t received 

his wages for over a month!’  

        ‘Shocking!’ remarked Mrs. Bhushan, ‘ If they can’t pay the sweeper they 

must be in a bad way. None of the others could be getting paid either.’ She left 

Mrs. Srivastava at the tamarind tree and went in search of her husband, who 

was sitting in front of Kamal Kishor photography shop, talking with the owner. 

 

B2. Complete the diagram        (2) 

 

 

 

 

                         ---------------------                              ------------------------ 

 

 

 

 

        Mrs. Srivastava gave instructions to 

Ayah Cook 
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B3. Write the verb forms of –        (2) 

I. Instruction- 

II. Complaint- 

III. Sweeper 

IV. Discussion- 

B4. Do as directed.          (2) 

i) Mrs. Srivastava had to do some shopping (use modal auxiliary of 

showing compulsion.) 

ii) I heard a complaint from their sweeper, who hasn’t received his wages 

for over a month. (underline the subordinate clasue.) 

B5. Write the effects of rumours.       02 

                                  SECTION III :  Poetry                                05 Marks 

3. A) Read the following extract and do the activities            02 

A1) Match the following sentences from Column ‘A’ with the Column ‘B’ 

Column ‘A’ Column ‘B’ 

1) Road of life lends to                                  

2) Darkened road                                           

3) Everyday brings                                          

     4) For must make                                            

a) great distress 

b) your decisions 

c) great success 

d) new beginning 

 

 

Each day brings new beginnings, 

Decisions I must make, 

I am the only one to choose 

The road that I will take. 

I can choose to take the road of life, 

That leads to great success 

Or travel down the darkened road, 

That leads to great distress. 
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Please open up my eyes, dear lord, 

That I might clearly see 

Help me stand for what is right 

Bring out the best in me. 

 

A2) Write the requests made by the narrator to the God.                         02 

A3) write two pairs of rhyming words from the extract.                         01 

 

B) Appreciation of the poem                (5 Marks) 

Read the following poem & write an appreciation of it with the help of the 

points given below. 

The Twins 

In form and feature, face and limb, 

I grew so like my brother, 

That folks got taking me for him. 

And each for one another. 

It puzzled all our kith and kin, 
It reached a fearful pitch; 

For one of us was born a twin, 

Yet not a soul knew which. 

 

One day, to make the matter worse, 

Before our names were fixed, 

As we were being washed by nurse, 

We not completely mixed; 

And thus, you see, by fate’s decree, 

Or rather nurse’s whim, 

My brother john got christened me, 

And I got christened him. 

 

This fatal likeness even dogged 

My footsteps, when at school, 

And I was always getting flogged, 

For John turned out a fool. 

I put this question, fruitlessly, 

To everyone I knew, 

‘What would you do, if you were me, 

To prove that you were you?’ 
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Our close resemblance turned the tide 

Of my domestic life, 

For somehow, my intended bride 

Became my brother’s wife. 

In fact, year after year the same 

Absurd mistakes went on, 

And when I died, the neighbours came 

And buried brother John. 

- Henry Sambrooke Leigh 

 

 

SECTION IV- Non-textual passage     (15 marks) 

Q4. A. Read the following extract and do the activities.               (10 Marks ) 

A1. Fill in the blanks with correct words from the passage.                 (2) 

1. Generally……………….is used to extinguish fire. 

2. Fire burns with the help of………………. 

3. Fire is produced by……………… 

4. Wood, paper and coal are example of………………. 

Generally, water is used to extinguish fire. When a house or a shop is on fire, the 

fire bridage uses water to extinguish it. And where fire brigade is not available, 

people use buckets of water to put it off. Do you know? 

To understand this phenomenon it is essential to know about the nature and 

properties of fire. Fire is produced by a chemical reaction in which heat and light 

are evolved. There are three conditions essential for combustion. First, a fuel must 

be present. Wood, paper, coal etc. are example of fuels. Second, a good supply of 

oxygen must be present. It comes from air. Third, fuel must be heated until it 

reaches its ignition temperature. Through heat only the fuel reaches its ignition 

point. There is a fixed temperature at which a substances starts burning. This 

temperature is knows as ignition temperature. When the fuel acquires its ignition 

point it starts burning. It, of course, burns with the help of atmospheric oxygen.  
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A2. Complete the web.                                                                                   (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A3. Find correct describing words for the following nouns.                       (2) 

1) ……………..conditions 

2) ……………..point 

3) ……………….oxygen 

4) ………………….reaction 

A4. Do as directed.                                                                                          (2)  

i) Choose correct alternative and add the tail tag. 

It comes from air 

1) Isn’t it?           2) dosen’t it?            3)didn’t it              4)does it?  

2) When the fuel acquires it’s ignition point, it starts burning ( Use ‘no 

sooner…… than and rewrite) 

A5. Suggest any two solutions to protect the forest from fire.                   (2)   

Q4. B.) Summary writing                                                                    (5 Marks) 

Read the passage given in ‘Q.4 A’ and write the summary of it. Suggest a 

suitable title to the summary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Essential conditions 

for combustion …. 

1) A fuel must be present 

2)  3)  
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SECTION V : Writing Skill   20 Marks 

Q5 (A) Letter Writing:                                                                       ( 5 Marks)  

A1. Or A2. Do any one of the following activities:  

Imagine you are Anil / Asha Patil from house No.  -202 Near National 

Highway, Nerle, Sangli – 415406.  You have read the following news of 

Indian Olympians-2021. Now attempt any one letter from the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A1. Informal letter: 

Write a letter to your friend who lives in a remote village. Tell him about Indian 

Olympic winners. Use the information given in the news. You may add your 

own points. 

Or 

A2. Formal letter 

Imagine you are the Secretary of Sports Committee of your school. 

Write a letter to your school Headmaster requesting him to provide more sports 

facilities in school for being the part of the Indian Olympic Team. 
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Q5. B1 Dialogue writing:                 (5 Marks) 

a) Prepare a dialogue from the jumbled sentences:                    1 

i) My mother is in the hospital 

ii) Yes she is quite better. 

iii) Is she well now? 

iv) Why were you absent yesterday? 

 

a) Complete the dialogue :                                                                   1 

A: I told you to complete your project. Have you completed it?  

 

       B: ………………………………………………. 

       A: Why have you not completed your project? 

       B: ……………………………………………… 

 

b) Write a dialogue between you and your brother on ‘career selection’      3 

Write minimum three meaningful exchanges. 

B2. Speech writing:                                                                         (5 Marks) 

Prepare a speech on ‘Teacher’s Role in Pandemic Situation’ which is to be 

delivered on the occasion of Teacher’s Day in your school. You may use 

following points. 

i. Teacher’s role in pandemic situation. 

ii. Difference between online and offline education. 

iii. Various techniques used by teacher. 

iv. Difficulties faced by teachers and students. 

v. How teachers tackle the problems. 

Que. 6(A) information Transfer   
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A1 or A2 Do any one of the following:                                            ( 5 Marks)  

A1 non-verbal to verbal 

Read the following information given in the web chart. Write a paragraph 

based on it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Or 

A2 verbal to Non-verbal 

Read the following paragraph and complete the table given below. Suggest 

a suitable title. 

India is land of beautiful places. Various States of India have different kinds of 

tourist spots. Maharashtra is not an exception. Maharashtra is really a very good 

state of India that has variety of tourist destinations, Maharashtra is famous for 

various kinds of tourist spots. There are forts like Pratapgarh, Raigarh and Torana.  

 There are caves likes Ajanta and Ellora. These caves are good example of 

sculpture. There are some religious spots. There are famous temples at 

Pandharpur, Shirdi, Kolhapur and Shingnapur. Many tourists visit these temples 

to get blessings and peace of mind. 

 Maharashtra has got very good coastal line. There are costal spots to enjoy 

water rides and water sports. For example, we can visit  Ganpatipule, 

Harihareshwar and Dive Agar. Mahabaleshwar, Panchgani, Matheran and 

Khandala are very famous hill stations. Tourists throughout the world visit these 

places to get relief from severe heat of summer. There are some other types of 

spots like Kas Pathar, Lonar etc. 

Role of parents in 

Teenager’s life 

Provide  
Everything 

Give support in 
difficult situation 

Love 

everyone  

equally 

Inculcate 
good habits 

Encourage 

and motivate 

Backbone of 
family 
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 All the places have made Maharashtra one of the most famous tourist states 

in India. 

Forts Caves Religious places Coastal spots Hill stations 

     

     

 

(B) Expand the theme.                (5 Marks) 

B1 OR B2. Do any one of the following: 

B1 news report. 

Read the following headline and prepare a news report with the help of the 

given points. 

S.D.VIDYALAYA WINS ‘THE CLEANEST SCHOOL AWARD’ 

 

 Headline – 

 Dateline- 

 Introduction- 

 Short continuing paragraph- 

 

Or 

B2 Develop a story using the following beginning. Suggest a suitable title. 

 Once two friends were walking through the forest. It was full of wild 

animals. Suddenly…… 
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SECTION: VI: Skill Development       ( 5 Marks) 

Q7. Translation.                                                                                 5 Marks 

a) Translate the following words into your medium of instruction (any four)   (2) 

1) Garden 

2) Culture 

3) Century 

4) Popular 

5) Immediate 

6) Merchant  

 

    b) Translate the following sentences into your medium of instructions. (any two)  (2)                                                                                                                  

1) Nature is our best friend. 

2) Save every drop of water. 

3) What a beautiful garden it is! 

4) Strangers are not allowed. 

 

c) Translate the following idioms/ proverbs into your medium of instruction (any one)                                                                                                                             

(1) 

1) Service to man is service to God. 

2) An empty vessel makes much noise. 
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,Satara 

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini,Rayat Dyandeep 

S.S.C March 2021-22 

                                                 Question Paper No.1                           Time : 2 hr. 

Std : Xth           Sub – Mathematics I    Mark : 40   

Note :- 

i) All Question are compulsory 

ii) Use of calculator is not allowed  

iii) The numbers to the right of the question indicate full marks 

iv) In case of M.C.Q [Q.1(A)] only the first attempt will be evaluated and 

will be given credit. 

v) For every M.C.Q the correct alternative (A),(B),(C) or (D) of answers 

with sub question number is to be written as an answer. 

Q.1 A]    For every sub question 4 alternative answers are given choose the   

               correct answer and write the letter of the alphabet of it.    04 

i) The roots of x2 + kx + k = 0 are real and equal find k 

 A] 0  B] 4  C] 0 or 4 D] 2 

ii) Sum of first five multiplication of 3 is 

 A] 45  B] 55  C] 15  D] 75           

iii) If n(A) = 2, P(A) = 
1

5
 then n(S) = ? 

 A] 10  B] 
5

2
  C] 

−2

5
  D] 

1

3
  

iv) To solve x + y = 3; 3x-2y-4=0 by determinant method find D. 

 A] 5  B] 1  C] -5  D] -1 

B] Solve the following sub question.       04 

i) Frame  the quadratic equation if two roots of quadratic equation are 10 and -10 

ii) Find the value of D if D = |
4 3
2 7

|  

iii) Write any one example of finite and infinite A.P. 

iv) One coin and one die are thrown simultaneously write its sample space. 
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Q 2 A] Complete and write any two activities from the following.  04 

i) Complete the following activity to draw the graph of 2x – 6y = 3 

x -5  

y  0 

(x,y)   
ii) If ∝ and 𝛽 are the roots of the quadratic equation 2x2 + 6x - 5 = 0 then 

complete the following activity to find 𝛼 + 𝛽 and  𝛼 x 𝛽  

Comparing 2x2 + 6x - 5 = 0 with ax2 + bx + c = 0 

a = 2 , b =   ,    c = -5 

 

𝛼 + 𝛽 =  - 
𝑏

𝑎
    = 

 

𝛼 x 𝛽     =    
𝑎

    =  

iii) For an A.P. first term a = 6 and common difference d = 3 then complete 

the following activity to find S27 

 for A.P    a = 6 , d = 3  S27 = ? 

Sn  =  
𝑛

2
  [           +(𝑛 − 1)𝑑]  

S27 =  
27

2
 [ 12 + (12 − 1)          ] 

= 
27

2
  X  

=  27 X 45 

S27 =   

B] Solve any four sub questions from the following      08 

i) Solve :  x2 + x - 20 = 0 

ii) Decide whether following sequence is an A.P. 

 -12, -5, 2, 9, 16, 23, 30, …..  

iii) Two coins are tossed simultaneously. Write the sample space (S) and 

number of sample point n(S)  

iv)  Determine nature of roots of the quadratic equation 2x2 + 5x + 7 = 0 

v)  If  4x + 3y  = 24 ; 3x + 4y = 25 then find x-y 
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Q 3 A] Complete and write any one activity from the following.     3  

i) Complete the following activity. 

  A is an event             B is an event  

 getting an even number            getting odd number 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ii) In an A.P. first term is 8 and common difference is 5 then to find S23 

Complete the following activity. 

 We have given for an A.P. 

 a = 8 , d = 5 , Sn = ? 

 We know that 

 Sn =  
𝑛

2
 [           +(𝑛 − 1)𝑑] 

 

 S23 =    
2

     [ 16 + (23 − 1)         ] ] 

 

 ∴ S23 = 
23

2
 X     

  
 ∴ S23 =     X    63 

 
           ∴ S23 =  

S = {1,2,3,4,……..15} 

n(S) = 

A = {------------} B = {------------} 

P(A) =  P(B) = 
𝑛(𝐵)

𝑛(𝑆)
 

     P(A) =       P(B) =  
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B] Attempt any two sub questions from the following            6 

i) A two digit number is formed from digits 2,3,5,7,9 without repetition. 

What is the probability that the number formed is  

 i) an odd number ?  

 ii) a multiple of 5 ? 

ii) Find how many three digits natural numbers which are divisible by 5 ? 

iii) Solve quadratic equation by formula method : 5m2 – 4m – 2 = 0  

iv) Solve :  49x – 57y  = 172 

     57x – 49y  = 252 

Q 4] Attempt any two sub questions from the following       8 

i) The sum of father’s age and twice the age of his son is 70. If we double the 

age of father and add it to the age of his son the sum is 95. Find their present 

ages. 

ii) In a hockey team there are 6 defenders, 4 offenders and 1 goalee out of 

these one player is to be selected randomly as captain. Find the probability 

of selection that 

a) The goalee will be selected. 

b) A defender will be selected. 

iii) Solve by Cramer’s rule 
𝑥+𝑦−8

2
  =  

𝑥+2𝑦−14

3
 =   

3𝑥−𝑦

4
 

Q 5] Attempt any one of the following             3 

i) If Sn denotes the sum of first n terms of an A.P. 

 prove that : S12  =  3(S8 - S4) 

ii) Solve the following equation : 4x – 2 x+2 = 25 (Hint  Consider 2x = p ) 
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Question Paper - 1 

Model Answer 

Q.1 A]  

i) C          1 

 ii) A          1 

iii) A          1 

iv) C          1  

Q.1 B]  

i) let two roots of quadratic equation are ∝ = 10 and β =-10 

we know that 

x2 – (∝+β) x + ∝ β = 0      
1

2
 

 x2 – (10+(-10))x + 10 ×(-10) =0 

x2 – 0x -100 =0       
1

2
 

x2 – 100 =0 

 ii) D=|
4 3
2 7

|     

  = (4×7) –(2×3)       
1

2
 

  =28-6 

  [D=22]        
1

2
 

 iii)  

i)An example of finite A.P. 

  e.g 2,4,6,8,……9998      
1

2
 

  ii) one example of infinite A.P.  

  e.g. 1,2,3,4,……….      
1

2
 

 iv) Sample space of one coin and one die are thrown simultaneously 

  S ={(H1), (H2), (H3), (H4), (H5), (H6), 

   (T1), (T2), (T3), (T3), (T5), (T6)}    1 
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Q.2 A]    i) 2x – 6y = 3        
1

2
 

   
1

2
    

   
1

2
    

   
1

2
    

        ii) Comparing 2x2 + 6x -5 =0 with ax2 + bx + c = 0 

   a = 2  , b =       , c = -5              
1

2
 

   ∝ + β = -    
𝑎

      =       1 

   ∝ + β =    
𝑎

   =                 
1

2

 iii)     For an A.P. 

  a = 6  d = 3, n=27, S27 =?  

  We know that 

  Sn = 
𝑛

2
  [          + (n-1)d]       

1

2
 

  S27 = 
27

2
 [12 + (27-1)         ]      

1

2
 

  = 
27

2
 ×          

1

2
 

  S27 = 1215         
1

2
 

Q.2 B] i)  We have given  

x2 + x – 20 = 0        
1

2
 

x2 + 5x – 4x – 20 =0       
1

2
 

x(x+5) – 4 (x+5) = 0               
1

2
 

(x+5) (x-4) = 0  

x+5=0     or   x – 4 = 0       
1

2
 

X -5 3

2
 

Y 
−

13

6
 

0 

(x,y) (-5,
−13

6
) (

3

2
,1) 

6 

b 
-3 

−5

2
 

c 

2a 

3 

90 
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x = -5 or x = 4        
1

2
 

 ii) Here a = t1 = -12, t2 = -5, t3 =2, t4=9,….. 

  t2-t1 = -5-(-12)  = 7 

  t3 – t2 = 2-(-5) = 7 

  t4 – t3 = 9 – 2  = 7 

 The difference between any two consecutive term is constant 

  ∴ Given sequence is a A.P.  

 iii)  Let S be the sample space when two coins are tossed  

  S = {HH,HT,TH,TT} 

  n(S) = 4 

iv) Comparing 2x2 – 5x + 7=0 with ax2 + bx + c = 0 

 we get a = 2, b =-5, c = 7 

 discriminant     ∆  = b2 – 4ac      
1

2
 

    = (-5)2 – 4 × (2) × (7)    
1

2
 

    = 25 – 56     

    = -31       
1

2
 

 ∴     ∆ < 0 

                    ∴  Roots of the quadratic equation are not real   
1

2
 

v)  4x + 3y = 24   (I) 

  3x + 4y = 25  (II)      1 

 Subtracting equation (ii) from (i) 

 4x + 3y = 24   (I) 

       - 3x + 4y = 25  (II) 
     -        -         -  

  x  -    y   = -1        1 

 

  x - y = - 1 
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Q 3 A) i) 

                       A is an event             B is an event  

          getting an even                    getting odd number 

  number   

 

                        1  

 

                        1 

 

 

                        1 

   

   

ii) For an A.P.  a=8 ,  d = 5 ,    n=23,       S23 = ? 

 We know that 

 Sn = 
𝑛

2
 [2a + (n-1)d] 

 S23 =     
2

     [16+(23-1)         ]       1 

 S23 = 
23

2
 ×                    

1

2
 

 S23 =                   × 63         
1

2
 

 S23 =  1449          1 

B] i) Two digit numbers are formed with digit 2,3,5,7,9 without repetition  

 Let S be the sample space. 

 S = {23,25,27,29,32,35,37,39,52,53,57,59,72,73,75,79,92,93,95,97} 

n(s) = 20         1 

A = {2,4,6,8,10,12,14} B = {1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15} 

P(A) = 
𝑛(𝐴)

𝑛(𝑆)
 P(B) = 

𝑛(𝐵)

𝑛(𝑠)
 

     P(A) = 
7

15
      P(B) = 

8

15
 

S = {1,2,3,4,……..15} 

n(s) = 15 

23 
5 

126 

23 
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a) Let event A be the number formed is an odd number 

A={23,25,27,29,35,37,39,53,57,59,73,75,79,93,95,97} 

 n(A) = 16 

 p(A) = 
𝑛(𝐴)

𝑛(𝑠)
 

 = = 
16

20
          1 

P(A) = 
4

5
  

b) Let event B be the event that the number formed is multiple of 5 

B = {25,35,75,95} 

n(B) = 4 

 P(B) = 
𝑛(𝐵)

𝑛(𝑠)
   

= 
4

20
         1 

  P(B) = 
1

5
   

ii) Three digit natural numbers divisible by 5 are 100, 105,110,…….995 it’s is 

an A.P. 

 Here a =100, d=5 ,tn=995          1 

 We know that        

 tn = a + (n-1)d         
1

2
 

 995 = 100 + (n - 1) × 50        
1

2
 

 995 -100 = 5n -5 

 895 = 5n -5 

 895 + 5 = 5n          
1

2
 

 900 = 5n 

 n = 
900

5
           

1

2
 

  n=180          
1

2
 

 180 three digit natural numbers are divisible by 5    
1

2
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iii) Comparing  

 5m2 – 4m -2 = 0   with am2 + bm + c = 0, we get     
1

2
 

 a = 5, b = -4, c = -2 

  m = 
−𝑏±√𝑏2−4𝑎𝑐

2𝑎
 by formula method      1 

  m = 
−(−4)±√(−4)2−4×(5)×(−2)

2×5
       

1

2
 

      =  
4±√16+40

10
          

1

2
 

     =  
4±√56

10
 

      =  
4 ± 2√14

10
  

      =  
2(2±√14)

10
 

      m=  
2+√14

5
 or m  =  

2−√14

2
   are the roots of quadratic equation  

1

2
 

v) Given  

 49x – 57y = 172  I 

 57x – 49y = 252  II 

 Add I & II equations 

 49x – 57y  = 172 

          + 57x – 49y = 252 

 - +       - 

106x ± 106y = 423  divide by 106    
1

2
 

 x – y = 4  III 

Now let subtract equation II form I 

 49x – 57y = 172   

        - 57x – 49y = 252 

         -         +          -  

 -8x  - 8y   = -80  divided by -8 

 x + y = 10  IV 

 adding III and IV equations  
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 x – y = 4  

       + x + y =10 

 2x + 0 =14 

x = 
14

2
           1 

 x = 7 

putting x = 7 in equations 

 x + y = 10 

 7 + y = 10 

 y = 10 -7 

 y = 3 

Solutions (x,y) = (7,3)         1 

Q.4]           

i) let the father’s present age be x years and son’s present age be y years 

 By first condition  x + 2y = 70  I    1 

 By second condition 2x + y = 95  II    1 

 from  I we get  

 x = 70 - 2y  equation 

 putting value of x in          II 

 2x + y = 95          
1

2
 

 2×(70 -2y) + y = 95 
 140 – 4y + y =95 
 140 – 95 =3y 
 3y = 45 

 y = 
45

3
  

 y =15           

Putting y = 15 in equation         I       
1

2
 

 x + 2y = 70  

 x + 2 ×(15) =70 

 x + 30 = 70           

 x = 70 -30           
1

2
 

 x = 40 
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fathers present age x = 40 years       
1

2
 

 son’s present age y = 15 years 

ii) let S be the sample space  

 Total players = 6 defender + 4 offenders + 1goalee =11 

 n(S) = 11 

a) Let event A be the goalee will be selected as captain 

n(A) = 1           
1

2
 

         P(A) =
𝑛(𝐴)

𝑛(𝑆)
 

P(A) =
1

11
          1 

 b) Let event B be the a defender will be selected as a captain 

 Total defenders = 6        
1

2
 

 n(B) = 6 

 P(B) = 
𝑛(𝐵)

𝑛(𝑆)
 

 P(B) = 
6

11
          1 

iii) We find two equations from following condition 

 
𝑥+𝑦−8 

2
   =  

𝑥+2𝑦−14 

3
  = 

3𝑥−𝑦 

4
 

𝑥+𝑦−8 

2
   =  

𝑥+2𝑦−14 

3
      I  

𝑥+𝑦−8 

2
   =  

3𝑥−𝑦 

4
 II 

Simplify (I) 

𝑥+𝑦−8 

2
   =  

𝑥+2𝑦−14 

3
       

3 × (x+y-8) = 2×(x+2y-14)  

x – y = - 4 III         
1

2
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simplify -   II 

𝑥+𝑦−8 

2
   =  

3𝑥−𝑦 

4
       

4(x+y-8) = 2 × (3x - y)  

-x + 3y = 16  IV        
1

2
 

(III) and (IV) from equation 

D=|
1 −1

−1 3
|  = 1 × 3 – (-1) × (-1) 

 = 3 -1 = 2         
1

2
 

Dx=|
−4 −1
16 3

| = (-4) × 3 – (-1) × 16 

  = -12 + 16 = 4       
1

2
 

Dx=|
1 −4

−1 16
| = 1 × 16 — (−1) × (−4) 

    = 16 – 4 =12        
1

2
 

By Cramer’s rule 

 x = 
𝐷𝑥

𝐷
  y = 

𝐷𝑦

𝐷
          

1

2
 

 = 
4

2
   = 

12

2
        

1

2
 

x = 2   y = 6 

solution of given equation (x,y) = (2,6).     
1

2
 

Q.5] 

1) let first term and common difference of A.P. are a and d. 

 We know that, 

 Sn = 
𝑛

2
 [2a + (n-1)d]        

1

2
 

 Putting n = 12 

 S12 =   
12

2
 [2a + (n-1)d] 
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 S12 = 12a + 66 d  I       
1

2
 

 For n = 8  

 S8 =  
8

2
 [2a + (8-1)d] 

 = 4 (2a + 7d) 

 S8 = 8a + 28 d    II       
1

2
 

 For n = 4 

 S4 =  
4

2
 [2a + (4-1)d] 

 S4 = 4a + 6d   III 

 S8 - S4  = 8a + 28d – 4a – 6d Subtracting III from II   
1

2
 

 S8 - S4  = 4a + 22d 

 3(S8 - S4) = 3 × (4a – 22d)   multiple by 3     
1

2
 

 3(S8 - S4) = 12a + 66d 

 3(S8 - S4) = S12 

 S12 = 3(S8 - S4) Here the proof      
1

2
 

2) 4x – 2 x+2  = 25 

 (22)x  - 2x × 22  = 25        
1

2
 

(2x)2  - (2x) × 22  = 25 

 Let 2x = 𝜌 

 (2x)2 – 2x × 22 = 25          

 𝜌 2 – 𝜌 × 22  =25         
1

2
 

 𝜌 2 – 4 𝜌 =32 

 𝜌 2 – 4 𝜌 -32 =0         
1

2
 

 𝜌 2 – 8 𝜌 + 4 𝜌 – 32=0 

 𝜌 (𝜌 –8) + 4(𝜌 – 8 ) =0 
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 (𝜌 –8) (𝜌 + 4) =0 

 𝜌 – 8 = 0 or 𝜌 + 4 =0 

 𝜌 = 8 or  𝜌 = -4 

 But   2x = 𝜌  or 2x = 𝜌        
1

2
 

 2x = 8  or 2x = -4 

  2x = 23  or 2x = -4        
1

2
 

  2x = -4 Value cannot  be considered     
1

2
 

[x = 3] 
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,Satara 

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini,Rayat Dyandeep 

S.S.C March 2021-22 

                                     Model Question Paper No-2                        Marks 40 

Std – X   Sub : Mathematics Paper I         Time : 2 hr. 

Instruction : 

1. All Questions are compulsory. 

2. Use of calculator is not allowed. 

3. Figures to the right of question indicate full marks. 

4. Assessment will be done for the first attempted answer to MCQ (Q. 1A)] 

5. Write the correct alternative letter [(A), (B), (C) or (D) only for MCQ] 

Q. 1A] Choose the correct alternative for each of the following sub questions.  4 

i) Which of the following sequences are in A.P. 

 A) 0.3, 0.33, 0.333, ….   B) 2,  
5

2
,  3,  

7

2
, …. 

 C) 4, 12, 36, 108, ….   D) 1, 4, 7, 11, ….  

ii) To draw the graph if 6x+7y = 19, find the value of x when y=1 

 A) 12      B) 
26

6
 

 C) 2      D) 
19

6
 

iii) If P(A) = 
1

5
,  n(S) = 2 then n(A) = ? 

 A) 10      B) 
2

5
 

 C) 
5

2
      D) 2 

iv) The roots of the quadratic equation x2 – 25 = 0 are …….. 

 A) (5,-5)     B) (0,5) 

 C) (-5,0)     D) (-5,-5) 

B] Solve the following sub questions.         4 

i) Decide whether (-1,-3) is the solutions of linear equation 2x-y=1 
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ii)    For the quadratic equation if a = 2, b = -3, c = -4 then find the value of 

discriminant (∆)   

iii)  Write an example of A.P. having first term is 6 and common difference is -3 

iv)   There are six cards in a box, each bearing a number from 0 to 5 find the 

probability of getting a whole number. 

Q 2 A]  Complete any two of the following activities.              04 

i) Complete the following table 

Quadratic equation Standard form a b C 

2x2 – 5x = -7  2 -5  

x2 + 2x = 0  1 2  

ii) Complete the following activity  

 Decide the sample space yourself according to condition given against it.  

 
 

            

           

 

 

 n(S) =   

 P(A) =               n(A) =  

   
          P(A) =  

iii) To find the value of determinant ‘D’ for the simultaneous equations  

 4x+3y–4=0 ; 6x = 8 – 5y      complete the following activity  

          D  =  |4
6

|    =                 -       3 x 6 

       =      - 18 

       = 2 

Sample Space 

S = {                            } 

The condition for event A is 

“Getting a jack or a king ” 

A = {                            } 
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B) Solve any four of the following sub questions        8 

i) If x = 3  and y = 1 is the solution of 3x + ay = 7 then find the value of ‘a’  

ii) Solve the quadratic equation 5m2 = 22m + 15 by factorization methods. 

iii) 12,16,20,24 ……………. In this A.P. which term is number 104 

iv) A card is drawn at random from a well shuffled pack of 52 playing cards. 

Find the probability of events that the card drawn is a king  

v) Find the value of determinant 

      |√3 2√2

√2 −√3
|     

Q 3 A] Complete any one of the following activities    3  

i) To solve  4x – 5y = 20 ; 5x – 4y = 25 complete the following activity 

 => Let add the given two equations 

  5x – 4y = 25  - I 

 + 4x - 5y = 17  - II   

          ------------------------------- 

  9x – 9y =     I + II 

  x – y = 5           - III dividing both sides of equation by 9    

 subtracting equation I from II we get 

 
  5x – 4y = 25   

        + 4x  - 5y = +17  

-    +       -    

          ------------------------------- 

  1x – 1y =      

  x + y = 5    IV 

  

  adding equation III and IV we get 
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   x – y = 5  - III 

   +       x  + y = 5  - IV 

                ______________ 

  x + 0 = 10 

  x =  

 
  putting this value in equation IV 

  x  + y = 5 

      + y = 5 

  y =  

 (x,y) = (5,0) is the solution of the given simultaneous equation 

ii) For an A.P. t1 = 7 and d = 6 to find the 19th term complete the following 

activity we have 

 t1 = 7 , d = 6 

 we know that  

 tn =        +  (n - 1)    (nth  term of an A.P.) 

 t19 = 7 + (19 - 1)  

     = 7 +         X 

     = 7 +  

    t19 =  115 

 19th term of the given A.P. is 115 

B) Solve any two of the following sub-questions        6 

i)  Solve the following simultenous equations using determinant method  

 6x – 4y = -12 ; 8x – 3y = -2 
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ii) Solve the quadratic equation by factorisation method x2  + 8x – 105 = 0 

iii) A two digit number is to be formed from the digit 0,1,2,3,4 Repetition of 

digit is allowed find the probability that the number so formed is a :  

            a) multiple of 11  b) The sum of both digit is 4 

iv) One of the roots of quatratic equation 2x2 + kx – 2 = 0 is – 2 find ‘k’ 

Q 4] Solve any two of the following sub-questins        8 

i) The length of a rectangle is 10 cm more than twice its breadth and its 

diagonal is 25cm. Find the length and breadth of the rectangle.  

ii) The perimeter of an isosceles triangle is 24cm. The length of its congruent 

side is 13cm less than twice the length of its base. Find the length of all 

sides of the triangle. 

iii) A card is drawn at random from a pack of well shuffled 52 playing cards. 

Find the probability that the card drawn is  

a) a club card. 

b) a queen of spade 

c) a red picture 

Q 5] Solve any one of the following sub-questions.    3 

i) Sum of the present ages of Manish and Savita is 31 Manish’s ages 3 years 

ago was 4 times the age of Savita find their present ages. 

ii)  The sum of squares of two consecutive even natural number is 244. Find 

the numbers. 
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Model Question Paper No-2 

Std:10th    Sub : Maths Paper – 1            Marks - 40 

Q.1 A)  i) B  ii) C  iii) B  iv) A 

B) i) (-1,-3) is the solution of linear equation 2x-y=1 

 ii) ∆ = 41 

 iii) -3,0,3………. is an A.P. 

 iv) 1 

Q.2 

B) i) a =2  

 ii) (5,
−3

5
) is solution of given quadratic equation 

 iii) n = 24 

 iv) 
1

13
   

 v) -7 

Q.3 

B)  i) solution of the given simultenous equation (2,6) 

 ii) Roots of given quadratic equation are (-15,-7) 

 iii) a) 
1

5
  b) 

1

5
 

 iv) k = -3 
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Q.4 

i) Length of rectangle = 24cm. 

  Breadth of rectangle = 7cm. 

ii)  Length of congruent side = 7cm. 

 Length of third side =10cm. 

iii) a)
1

4
 

 b) 
1

52
 

 c) 
1

4
 

Q.5 

i) Present age of Manish =23 years 

 Present age of Sunita = 8 years   

ii)  Two consecutive natural numbers are 10 and 12. 
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,Satara 

Karmveer Vidyaprabodhini,Rayat Dyandeep 

S.S.C March 2021-22 

Model Activity Sheet No – 3 

Std :10th            Sub : Mathematics Paper I         Marks – 40 

Note : i) All questions are compulsory. 

 ii) Use of calculator is not allowed. 

 iii) The number to the right of the questions indicate full marks. 

 iv) In case of MCQ’s Q.1 (A), only the first attempt will be evaluated and  

      will be given credit. 

 v) For every MCQ, the correct alternative A,B,C or D of answers with    

              sub question number is to be written as an answer. 

Q.1 A] For every sub questions 4 alternatives answer are given. Choose the 

correct and write the letter of the alphabet of it.        4 

i)   For Simultaneous equation in variables x and y, Dx = 49, Dy = -63, D = 7,      

     then what is x ? 

A) 7  B) -7  C) 
1

7
  D)  

−1

7
 

ii) One of the root of equation x2 + mx – 5 = 0 is 2 ; find m. 

A) -2  B) - 
1

2
  C) 

1

2
  D) 2 

iii) For an given A.P. a = 3.5, d = 0, n = 101, then tn = ………… 

A) 103.5 B) 104.5 C) 0  D) 3.5 

iv) Which number connot represent a probability ? 

𝐴) 
2

3
  B) 1.5  C) 15% D) 0.7 

B) Solve the following sub questions.         4 
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i)  Find the value of    |
−1 7
2 4

|     

ii)  Write the quadratic equation, if sum of the roots is 10 and their product is 9.  

iii)  Find the first term and common difference for an A.P. ; 0, -4, -8, -12,…. 

iv) If P(A) = 
1

13
 , n(S)=52,     then  n(A) = ?  

Q.2 A] Complete and write any two activities from the following      4 

i) If 𝛼,𝛽 are roots of quadratic equation, 

      

 

ii)  Complete the following activity. 

Equations Order of equation Is the equation a linear 

equation in 2 variables? 

2x + 6y – 3 = 0   

4mn + 3n = 8   

 

iii) Complete the following activity for how many natural numbers from 1 to 

171 are divisible by 5  

 Solution : The list of natural numbers from 1 to 171 are divisible by 5 

           , 10,       , ……, 170 Which is an A.P.  

 In an A.P. 

 a =           ,   d =        ,  tn = 170 

 we know that 

          tn = a + (n-1)d 

2x2 – 4x – 3 = 0 
𝛼 + 𝛽=…… 

𝛼 𝑋 𝛽=…… 
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 170 = 5 + (n-1) 

 n =  

B) Attempt any four sub questions from the following    8 

i)  Solve the following simultaneous equations. 

 3x + y = 10 ; x – y = 2 

ii) 2m2 – 5m = 0  check whether m = 2 and m = 
5

2
 are roots of the equation. 

iii) Find the 24th term of the A.P. 12,16,20,24, ….. 

iv) Find the sum of all odd numbers from 1 to 150. 

v)  A card is drawn at random from a pack of well shuffled 52 playing cards. 

Find the probability that the card drawn is - (i) an ace (ii) a red card. 

 Q.3 A] Complete and write any one activity from the following   3 

i) Complete the following activity to determine nature of roots of the 

quadratic equation √3𝑥2 + 2√3𝑥 + √3 = 0  

           Comparing  √3𝑥2 + 2√3𝑥 + √3 = 0 with  ax2 + bx + c = 0 

 a = √3 , b =       ,  c = √3 

 ∴ b2 – 4ac =        -  4 X √3  X √3 

   =            -  

   =  

∴ b2 – 4ac < 0 

∴ The roots of the equation are  
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ii) Each card bears one letter from the word ‘mathematics’ The cards 

are placed on a table upside down. To find the probability that a 

card drawn bears the letter ‘m’ complete the following activity. 

       Let a card drawn from the word ‘mathematics’ the sample space is   

         ‘S’ 

 ∴ S = {                                       } 

   n(S) =    

 Event A : a card drawn bears the letter ‘m’  

 ∴ A = {                                      }     

 ∴ n(A) =  ] 

 ∴ P(A) = 
𝑛(𝐴)

𝑛(𝑆)
 

 ∴ P(A) =  

 ∴The probability of a card drawn bears the letter ‘m’ is  

B) Attempt any two sub questions from the following.   6 

i)  Solve the following equations by determinant method. 

 x + 2y = -1;  2x – 3y = 12 

ii) Vivek is older than Kishor by 5 years. The sum of the reciprocals 

of their ages is 
1

6
. Find their present ages. 

iii)  The sum of first 55 terms of an A.P. is 3300. Find 28th term of 

A.P. 
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iv)  A balloon vendor has 2 red, 3 blue and 4 green balloons. He wants 

to choose one of them at random to give it to Pranali. What is the 

probability of the event that Pranali gets. 

i) A red balloon  ii) a blue balloon       iii) a blue or a green balloon   

Q.4 ] Attempt any two sub questions from the following.  8 

i)  Solve the given simultaneous equations by graphical method. 

 3x – 4y = -7 ; 5x – 2y = 0 

ii) Three horses A,B and C are in a race, A is twice as like to win as 

B and B is twice as like to win as C, what are their probabilities 

of winning? 

iii) Divide 207 in three parts, such that all parts are in A.P. and 

product of two smaller parts will be 4623. 

iv)  A train travels 360km with uniform speed. The speed of the train 

is increased by 5km/hr, takes 48 minutes less to cover the same 

distance. Find the initial speed of the train. 

Q.5] Attempt any one sub question from the following.     3 

i) Find the sum of all numbers between 200 to 300. which are 

divisible by 3. 

ii) A man travels by boat 36km down a river and back in 8 hours. If 

the speed of his boat in still water is 12 km per hour, find the 

speed of the river current.   
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Model Answer Sheet No 3 

Q.1  

A]  i) A  ii) C  iii) D  iv) B 

 B]  i) -18  ii) x2-10x + 9 =0 iii) a =0, d = - 4 iv) n(A) =4 

Q.2 B)  i) x = 3, y =1 ii) m = 2 is not a root and m =
5

2
  is a root 

 iii) 24th term is 104 

 iv) i)
1

13
 ii) 

1

2
     

Q.3 B) i) x = 3, y = -2 

 ii) Kishor present age is 10 years and Vivek present age is 15 years 

 iii) 28th term of an A.P. is 60 

 iv) 1) 
2

9
 2) 

1

3
        3) 

7

9
 

Q.4    i) x = 1, y = 2.5 

 ii) P(A) = 
4

7
,  P(B) = 

2

7
, P(C) = 

1

7
 

 iii) 67, 69 and 71 

 iv) 45 km/hrs 

Q.5  i) 8217 ii) 6 km/hrs. 
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,Satara 

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini,Rayat Dyandeep 

S.S.C March 2021-22 

                               Model Activity Sheet – 4             Marks - 40 

Std - 10th           Sub : Mathematics part –I  Time : 2hr.  

Note : 

i) All question are compulsory. 

ii) Use of calculator is not allowed. 

iii) Figures to the right of questions indicate full marks. 

iv) Assessment will be done for the first attempted answer to 

MCQ(Q.I.A) 

v) Write the correct alternative letter [(A),(B),(C),Or (D) only 

for MCQ.] 

Q.1 (A) Choose the correct alternative for each of the following sub 

questions.                     4 

i) To draw graph of 4x + 5y =19, find y when x = 1. 

 (A) 4   (B) 3   (C) 2   (D)  -3 

ii) Which of the following quadratic equation has roots 3,5? 

(A) x2 – 15x + 8 = 0  (B) x2 – 8x+15 = 0 

  (C) x2 + 3x + 5 = 0  (D) x2 + 8x - 15 = 0 

iii) What is the sum of the first 30 natural numbers? 

(A) 464  (B) 465  (C) 462  (D) 461 

iv) If, for an A.P. d = 5 then t18 – t13 = ……………. 
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(A) 5   (B) 20  (C) 25  (D) 30 

(B) Solve the following sub-questions.      4 

i) Find the value of m, if |
7 2
𝑚 5

|  = 21    

ii) Write any two quadratic equations. 

iii) Find the first term and common difference for the A.P. 

 5, 1, -3,-7,……….. 

B) Write sample space ‘S’ and Event A : Even number on the upper 

face for one die is rolled. 

Q.2 (A) Complete any two of the following activities.   4 

i) Complete the following activity. 

 

  

ii) Complete the following table to draw graph of the equation. 

x – y = 4 

x  -1 0 

y 0  - 4 

(x,y)   (0, -4) 

iii) To find the sum of all even numbers from 10 to 30. Complete the 

following activity. 

Solution : Sn = 
𝑛

2
 [2a + (n-1)d] 

  Sn =  

Quadratic equation 

ax2 + bx + c = 0 

b2 – 4ac = -15 

b2 – 4ac = 0 

 

Nature of roots 
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  Sn =       X 

  Sn =  

(B) Solve any four of the following sub- questions.   8 

i) Solve . x + y = 5; x –y = 3 

ii) Find k if x = 3  is a root of equation kx2 – 10x + 3 = 0. 

iii) Find the 19th term of the A.P.:  7,13,19,25,………. 

iv) Find the sum of first 123 even natural numbers. 

v) Find the probability of the following events, when one coin is 

tossed. 

 (i) getting head.  (ii) getting head or tail. 

Q.3 (A) Complete any one of the following activities.   3 

i) Complete the activity to determine the nature of roots of quadratic 

equation 2x2 – 5x + 7 =0. 

Solution : Compare 2x2 – 5x + 7 = 0  with ax2 + bx + c = 0 

 a = 2, b =         ,   c =    

 b2 – 4ac = (        )2 – 4 X 2 X 7 

 = 25 –  

 =  

 b2 – 4 ac < 0 

 The roots of the equation are  
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ii) A card is drawn from a well shuffled pack of 52 playing cards. 

 Complete the activity to find the probability of each events. The 

card drawn is (i) a red card, (ii) a face card 

Solution : ‘S’ is the sample space for a card is drawn from a  well 

shuffled pack of 52. 

n(S) =   

Event A : Card drawn is a red card  

 Total red cards =         hearts +          diamonds = 26  

n(A) = 26  

P(A) = 
𝑛(𝐴)

𝑛(𝑆)
 

=  
52

   = 
1

2
 

Event B : Card drawn is a face card. 

Total face cards =           

n(B) = 12  

P(B) = 
𝑛(𝐵)

𝑛(𝑆)
=  

12

52
 

=  

(B) Solve the following questions.(Any Two)    6 

i) Solve the simultaneous equations by Cramer’s rule. 

 5x + 3y = -11; 2x + 4y =  -10 
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ii) Pintu takes 6 days more than those of Nisha to complete certain 

work. If they work together they finish it in 4 days. How many days 

would it take to complete the work if they work alone. 

iii) In an A.P. 10th term is 52 and 38th term is 128, find sum of first 56 

terms. 

iv) A bag contains 3 red, 3 white and 3 green balls. One ball is taken 

out of the bag at random. What is the probability that the ball drawn is 

(1) red. (2) not red (3) either red or white. 

Q. 4 Solve the following questions.(Any two)      8 

i) Draw the graph of following equations and check whether  

(a) x = 2, y=5 or (b) x = -1, y = 3 is the solution of 5x + 3y = 4, 2x + 5y = 13  

ii) Find the probability of 

a) Choosing square numbers from 1 to 200. 

b) Choosing prime numbers between 0 to 20. 

iii) Determine k so that k2 + 4k + 8, 2k2 + 3k + 6, 3k2 + 4k + 4 are 

three consecutive terms of an A.P. 

iv) In right angle triangle shaped grassy land the hypotenuse is 1 m 

more than twice the shortest side and the third side is 7 m more than 

the shortest side. Find the sides of that grassy land. 
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Q.5 Solve the following questions.(Any One)        3 

i) A fast train takes 3 hours less than a slow train for a journey of 600 

km. If the speed of the slow train is 10km/hr less than that of the fast 

train, find the speeds of the two trains. 

ii) How many 3 digit natural numbers are divisible by 6? 
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Answer Key 

Sub – Maths –I 

Question Paper No. 4 

Q.1 A) i) B  ii) B   iii)  B  iv)  C 

       B)  i) 7  iii) a =5, d = -4  iv)  S = {1,2,3,4,5,6} 

              A = {2,4,6} 

Q.2 A)   

 B i) x = 4, y=1  ii) k=3 iii) t19 =115 

  iv) S123 = 15252  v) i) 
1

2
  ii) 1 

Q.3 

 B  i) (x,y) = (-1,-2) 

  ii) for nisha 6 days for pintu 12 days 

  iii) Sum of first 56 terms is 5040 

  iv) 1) 
1

3
  2) 

2

3
 3) 

2

3
 

Q.4  

  i)  

  ii) a) 
7

100
 b) 

2

5
   

iii) k = 0 

iv) hypotenuse = 17, first side = 8, second side = 15 

Q.5  

  i) Speed of fast train = 50 km/hrs. 

  Speed of slow train = 40 km/hrs. 

  ii) 150 
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,Satara 

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini,Rayat Dyandeep 

S.S.C March 2021-22 

Model Activity Sheet – I 

Std - 10th   Sub : Mathematics –II   Time : 2hr.  

Instructions: 

i) All questions are compulsory. 

ii) Use of calculator is not allowed. 

iii) The numbers to right of the questions indicate full marks. 

iv) In case of MCQ’s (Q.1 A) only the first attempt will be evaluated 

and will be given credit. 

v) For every MCQ’s the correct alternatives (A),(B),(C),(D) infornt 

of sub question number is to  be written as an answer. 

vi) Draw diagrams wherever necessary. 

vii) Marks of constructions should be distinct. They should be not 

rubbed off. 

viii) Diagram is essential for writing the proof of theorem. 

 Q.1 A] Four alternatives answers are given for every sub-question. 

Select the correct alternative and write the alphabet of that answer.    4 

1) Out of the following which is the Pythagorean triplet? 

 a) (1,5,10)  b) (3,4,5)  c) (2,2,2)  d) (5,5,2) 
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2) How many tangents that can be drawn to a two exterior touching 

circles. 

 a) One   b) Two  c) Three  d) Four 

3) The distance from the origin of the point (-3,4) is …………… 

 a) 7   b) 1   c) 5   d) -5 

4) The maximum number of tangents that can be drawn to a circle 

from a point outside it is …………………… 

 a) 2   b) 1   c) one and only one d) 0 

B) Solve the following questions.      4 

1) The ratio of corresponding sides of similar triangles is 3:5 find 

the ratio of their areas. 

2) ∆PQR, If PQ2 = QR2 + PR2 then write the which angle of ∆PQR         

is right angle. 

3) Draw a seg AB of length 4.2 cm and Draw perpendicular bisector 

of segment AB. 

4) If cos 𝜃 =
√3

2
 then find the value of 𝜃 

Q.2 A] Complete the following any two activities.   4 

1) If  ∆ABC ~ ∆PQR and AB:PQ = 2:3 the fill in the blanks. 

 
𝐴(∆ 𝐴𝐵𝐶)

𝐴(∆ 𝑃𝑄𝑅)
 =    

𝐴𝐵2

 =   
22

    =     
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2) If P(-6,-3) and Q(-1,9) the to find PQ. Complete the following 

activates. 

 P(x1,y1) = (-6,-3) & Q(x2,y2) = (-1,9) 

 PQ = √ 2 +   2 distance formula 

 PQ = √ + 144  

 PQ = √  

 PQ =   

3) If tan 𝜃 =
7

24
 then complete the following activity to find  

sec 𝜃. 

 𝑠𝑒𝑐2 𝜃 = 1 + 𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝜃 

 𝑠𝑒𝑐2 𝜃 = 1 + 2 

 𝑠𝑒𝑐2 𝜃 = 1 +  

 𝑠𝑒𝑐2 𝜃 = 
576

 

 𝑠𝑒𝑐2 𝜃 = 

B) Attempt any four sub question from the following             8 

i) ∆ LMN ~ ∆ PQR, 9 X A(∆ PQR) = 16 X A(∆ LMN) 

 If QR = 20 the find MN. 

ii) find the length a diagonal of a rectangle having sides 35cm and 

12 cm. 
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iii) Construct a tangent to a circle with centre 0 and radius 3.1 at any 

point P unit. 

 iv) Find the ratio in which P(11,15) divides the line segment joining 

the points. A(15,5) B(9,20) 

v) If tan 𝜃 +
1

tan 𝜃
 = 2 the prove that 𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝜃 +

1

𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝜃
 = 2  

Q.3 A] Complete the following activity (any one)     3 

1) In fig. seg LM || side BC     A 

 If AL = x + 3      x+3   x+5 

 BL = x – 3           L      M 

 AM = x + 5        x-3          x-2 

 CM = x - 2                B                                       C

 Then compete the following activity and find value of x. 

 In ∆ABC seg LM || side BC 

By          theorem. 

  
𝐴𝐿

𝐿𝐵
 = 

𝐴𝑀
  

 
𝑥+3

𝑥−3
 = 

𝑥+5
  

 x + 3   = (x + 5) (x - 3) 

 𝑥2 + x -        = 𝑥2 + 2x – 15 

 x =    
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2) To find co-ordinates of point on x-axis which is equidistance from 

P(2,-5) & Q(-2,9) compete the following activity. 

 => Suppose point M(x,o) is on x axis which is equidistance 

from P(2,-5) & Q(-2,9) 

 PM =     

 PM2 = QM2 

 By distance formulae 

 (x - 2)2 + ( 0  -      )2 = [x - (-2)]2 + (0-9)2 

 (x - 2)2 + 52 = (x + 2)2 +     2 

 x2 – 4x +          = x2 + 4x + 4 + 81 

 -4x + 29 = 4x + 85 

 29 – 85 = 4x + 4x 

   = 8x 

 x = 
−56

 

 x = -7 

point M(-7,0) is equidistance from point P(2,-5) and Q (-2,9). 

B) Attempt any two sub question from the following.     6 

1) Prove that opposite angles of cyclic quadrilateral are 

supplementary. 
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2) In ∆𝑃𝑄𝑅, PM=15, PQ=25 PR=20 NR=8 State        P 

 whether  line NM is parallel to side RQ Give reason   

                N                        M

   

                                R                           Q 

iii) Pranali and Prasad started walking to the East and to the North 

respectively, from the same point and at the same speed. After 2 

hours distance between them was 15√2 km. find their speed per 

hour. 

v)  ∆𝑅𝑆𝑇~ ∆𝑋𝑌𝑍, In ∆𝑅𝑆𝑇,  RS =4.5 cm ∠ RST = 40°, ST =5.7 cm     

         construct ∆𝑅𝑆𝑇 and ∆𝑋𝑌𝑍 such that 
𝑅𝑆

𝑋𝑌
 = 

3

5
  

Q.4  Attempt any two sub question from the following.     8 

1) In figure two circles intersect     

 each other at point P and Q,  

 The secants drawn from point  

 P and Q intersects circle at point  

 A,B and point D,C respectively. 

 Prove that ∠ADC + ∠BCD = 180° 

 2) ∆𝐴𝐵𝐶 and ∆𝑃𝑄𝑅 are equilateral triangle Area of ∆𝑃𝑄𝑅 is double 

the area of ∆𝐴𝐵𝐶 If side of ∆𝐴𝐵𝐶 is 8 cm then find the side of 

∆𝑃𝑄𝑅 
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3) Show that the      PQRS formed by P(2,1) Q (-1,3) R(-5,-3) and  

 S(-2,-5) is a rectangle. 

Q.5  Attempt any one sub question      3 

1)      ABCD is trapezium.  

         Seg AB || Seg CD   

 AB = 3CD    

 Diagonal AC&BD 

 Intersect each other at point O 

 Then prove that  

1) ∆𝐴𝑂𝐵 ~ ∆COD 

2) 𝐴𝑂 = 3CO & OB = 3OD 

3) Draw a tangent of length √12 of a circle with center o and 

radius 2 cm. 
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Model Answers and scheme of marking 

Model Activity Sheet – I 

Q.1 A] 

  1) B 

  2) C 

  3) C 

  4) A 

B] 1) Let the corresponding sides of two similar triangles be S1 and  

              S2 Let their respective areas be A1 and A2 

  
𝐴1

𝐴2
=  

𝑆1
2

𝑆2
2 Theorem of areas of similar triangles. 

  
𝐴1

𝐴2
=  (

𝑆1

𝑆2
)

2

  

  
𝐴1

𝐴2
=  (

3

5
)

2

  

𝐴1

𝐴2
=  

9

25
  

The ratio of the areas of two similar triangles is 9:25. 

  2)  In ∆PQR,        P  

    

PQ2 = QR2 + PR2 

          R     Q 

∠PRQ = 90° By the converse of Pythagoras theorem 

 

  3) 

          Draw a seg AB - 
1

2
 

   A    4.2cm       B     to draw perpendicular - 
1

2
 

          bisector   
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  4) cosθ = 
√3

2
 

      But cos 30 = 
√3

2
  cosθ = cos30    

1

2
 

      θ = 30°         
1

2
 

Q.2 A) 
𝐴(∆𝐴𝐵𝐶)

𝐴(∆𝑃𝑄𝑅)
 = 

𝐴𝐵2

    =    
22

     =         2 

 2) PQ2 = √  (𝑋2 −  𝑋1 )2  +                        
1

2
 

  PQ = √            +144       
1

2
 

  PQ = √                  
1

2
 

  PQ =           
1

2
 

3) sec2 θ = 1 + tan2θ 

    sec2 θ = 1 +[
7

24
]

2
        

1

2
 

    sec2 θ = 1 +[
49

576
]         

1

2
 

    sec2 θ =  
576

         
1

2
 

    sec θ =                       
1

2
 

B)  

 1) ∆ LMN ~ ∆ PQR 

 9 × A(∆ PQR) = 16 × A(∆ LMN)   ∴ Theorem of area of similar        
1

2
 

 
A(∆ PQR)

A(∆ LMN)
 = 

16

9
    triangle 

 
A(∆ PQR)

A(∆ LMN)
 = (

𝑄𝑅

𝑀𝑁
)

2

                 
1

2
 

 
16

9
 = (

20

𝑀𝑁
)

2

 

4 

9 PQ2

@ 

32 

(y2 – y1)2 

25 

169 

13 

25

24
 

625 
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4

3
 = (

20

𝑀𝑁
)   Taking square roots of both sides    

1

2
 

 MN = 
20 ×3

4
 

 MN = 15 

2)          A      D 

          12cm 

       B      C    

                      35 cm 

Let    ABCD is given rectangle  

 AB = 12cm, BC = 35 cm. 

 In ∆ ABC, ∠ABC = 90°     Angle of rectangle 

 By Pythagoras theorem        
1

2
 

 AC2 = AB2 + BC2 

 AC2  = 122 + 352         
1

2
 

          = 144 + 1225 

 AC2  = 1369         
1

2
 

 AC = 37  Taking square roots on both sides.   
1

2
 

  Length of diagonal of a rectangle is 37 cm 

      i) draw a circle with radius 3.2 
1

2
 

      ii) Draw ray OP    
1

2
 

      iii) Draw perpendicular at point P. 1 
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iv) A(15,5), B(9,20) & P(11,15) suppose a has co-ordinate (x1,y1) B has 

co-ordinates (x2,y2) and P has co-ordinate (x,y).  

here x1 = 15,   y1 = 5, x2 = 9, y2 = 20, x = 11, y = 15  

by section formulae 

 x= 
𝑚𝑥2+𝑛𝑥1

𝑚+𝑛
 

 11= 
𝑚×9+𝑛×15

𝑚+𝑛
 

 11m + 11n = 9m + 15n 

 11m – 9m  = 15n – 11n        
1

2
 

 2m = 4n  

 
𝑚

𝑛
 = 

4

2
 

 
𝑚

𝑛
 = 

2

1
           

1

2
 

 P divides the line segment AB in the ratio 2:1 

v) tanθ + 
1

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃
 = 2 

 square on both sides 

 (tanθ + 
1

tanθ
)2 = 22 

 tan2θ + 2 tanθ × 
1

tanθ
 +  

1

𝑡𝑎𝑛2θ
= 4 

 tan2θ + 
1

𝑡𝑎𝑛2θ
 + 2 = 4        

1

2
 

 tan2θ + 
1

𝑡𝑎𝑛2θ
= 4 − 2 

 tan2θ + 
1

𝑡𝑎𝑛2θ
= 2 

Q.3 A] 

 i) In ∆ABC, seg LM || side BC 

 By basic proportionality theorem. 

 
𝐴𝐿

𝐿𝐵
 = 

𝐴𝑀
          

1

2
 

MC 
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𝑥+3

𝑥−3
 =  

 𝑥 + 5
          

1

2
 

 (x+3)(x-2) = (x+5)(x-3)       
1

2
 

 x2 + x –        = x2 + 2x – 15       
1

2
 

 x =                           
1

2
 

    

2) PM = QM 

 PM2 = QM2 

 By distance formule        
1

2
 

 (x-2)2 + (0−        )2 = [x-(-2)]2 + (0-9)2     
1

2
 

 (x-2)2 + 52 = (x+2)2 + 92 

 x2 - 4x +        + 25 = x2 + 4x + 4 + 81     
1

2
 

 x2 + 4x +29 = x2 + 4x + 4 + 81      
1

2
 

 x2 - 4x + 29 = x2 + 4x + 4 + 81      
1

2
 

 -4x +29 = 4x + 85 

 29 - 85 = 4x + 4x 

 -56 = 8x          
1

2
 

 x = 
−56

8
 

 x = -7          
1

2
 

B)   

 1)  

  

  

X - 2 

6 

9 

5 

4 
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 Given :     ABCD is cyclic       
1

2
  

  To prove : ∠B + ∠D = 180       

  ∠A + ∠C = 180        
1

2
 

  Proof : Arc ABC is intercepted by the inscribed angle ∠ADC 

  ∠ADC = 
1

2
  m(arc ABC)   I     

1

2
 

  Similarly ∠ABC is inscribed angle it intercepts arc ADC  

  ∠ABC = 
1

2
  m(arc ADC)  II     

1

2

  

  m∠ADC+m∠ABC = 
1

2
 m (arc ABC) + 

1

2
 m (arc ADC)            

1

2
 

     =
1

2
 [m (arc ABC) + m (arc ADC)] 

        = 
1

2
 × 360° (arc ABC and arc ADC constitute a  

                                                  complete circle) 

     = 180 

 Similarly we can prove ∠A + ∠c = 180°     
1

2
 

2) PM = 15  PQ = 25 PR =20 and  NR = 8 

 PM + MQ = PQ (P-M-Q) 

 15 + MQ =25         
1

2
 

 MQ = 25 – 15  MQ =10 

 PN + NR =PR  (P-N-R) 

 PN + 8 =20         
1

2
 

 PN = 28-8   PN=12 

 
𝑃𝑁

𝑁𝑅
 = 

12

8
 = 

3

2
  I        

1

2
 

  
𝑃𝑀

𝑀𝑄
 = 

15

10
 = 

3

2
 II        

1

2
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In ∆PRQ 
𝑃𝑁

𝑁𝑅
=  

𝑃𝑀

𝑀𝑄
     from (1) & (2)      

1

2
 

 By converse of basic proportionality theorem line NM|| side RQ. 

iii)  

 

  

 

In Figure point A represents the point from where pranali and Prasad 

start walking seg AB represents the path of pranali and seg AC 

represents the path of Prasad After 2 hours pranali reaches point B and 

Prasad reaches point C            
1

2
 

 BC = 15 √2 𝑘𝑚             
1

2
 

Pranali and Prasad walking at the same speed. 

 Let the speed be x km/hr 

 We know distance covered = speed x time 

 Distance AB = X × 2   

   AB = 2X km         
1

2
 

 Also distance AC = 2x km 

 In right angled ∆CAB 

 By Pythagoras theorem 

 BC2  = AC2 + AB2  

 (15√2)2 = (2x)2 + (2x)2 

 225 × 2 = 4x2 + 4x2 

 
225 ×2

8
   = x2 

 
225 

4
   = x2 
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15 

2
   = x Taking square roots on both the sides 

 X = 7.5 

 The required speed is 7.5 km/hr.      
1

2
 

iv)                     R      X 

 

    

  

 

 

  

        S                                                            T      Y     Z 

   5.7 CM 

  Rough finger 

𝑅𝑆

𝑋𝑌
=  

𝑆𝑇

𝑌𝑍
=  

3

5
   𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

         
4.5

𝑋𝑌
=  

5.7

𝑌𝑍
=  

3

5
             1 

         
4.5

𝑋𝑌
=  

3

5
       

5.7

𝑌𝑍
=  

3

5
           

         XY =  
4.5𝑋5

3
      YZ =  

5.7 𝑋 5

3
          1 

         XY = 7.5 cm    YZ = 9.5 cm      1 

∠RST = ∠XYZ = 40° …….. Corresponding angles of similar triangles are 

congruent. 

             2 

 

 

 

 

40° 
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Q.4  

1)  

 

 

 

 

 Draw a seg PQ 

      APQD is a cyclic quadrilateral  

 ∠AOQ + ∠APQ = 180°  -………... I      
1

2
 

                 PBCQ is a cyclic quadrilateral  

 ∠BCQ + ∠BPQ = 180°  -………... II      
1

2
 

 ∠ADQ + ∠APQ + ∠BCQ + ∠BPQ = 180 + 180 – from I & II 

 But ∠APQ + ∠BPQ = 180° (Angles in lines pair.)    
1

2
 

 ∠ADQ + ∠BCQ + 180 = 360°        
1

2
 

 ∠ADQ + ∠BCQ = 360° -  180°       
1

2
 

∠ADQ + ∠BCQ = 180°        
1

2
 

∠ADC + ∠BCD = 180°        
1

2
 

2) ∆ABC and ∆PQR are equilateral triangles  

 ∠A = ∠B = ∠C =∠P = ∠Q = ∠R = 60     
1

2
 

 Angles of equilateral triangle 

 In ∆ABC & ∆PQR 

 ∠A ≅ ∠P   Each measure 60°     
1

2
 

 ∠B  ≅ ∠Q 

           ∆ABC ~ ∆PQR  ……………….. AA test of similarity    
1

2
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            By theorem of areas of similar triangle 

 
𝐴(∆𝐴𝐵𝐶)

𝐴(∆𝑃𝑄𝑅)
=  

𝐴𝐵2

𝑃𝑄2         
1

2
 

 2A (∆ABC) = A(∆PQR) 

 
𝐴(∆𝐴𝐵𝐶)

𝐴(∆𝑃𝑄𝑅)
=  

1

2
          

1

2
 

 
1

2
 = 

82

𝑃𝑄2      

𝑃𝑄2  = 82 × 2          
1

2
 

 Taking square root of both side       
1

2
 

 PQ = 8√2 cm 

3) P(2,1) ; Q(-1,3) R(-5,-3) 

 By distance formula. 

PQ  = √(𝑥2− 𝑥1)2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦1)2  

 = √(−1 − 2)2 + (3 − 1)2 

 = √−32 + 22 

=  √9 + 4   

 = √13   I       
1

2
 

QR = √(−5 − (−1))2 + (−3 − 3 )2 

 = √−42 + (−6)2   

=  √16 + 36   

 = √52   II       
1

2
 

RS  = √[(−2 − (−5))]2 + [(−5 − (−3))]2  

 = = √32 + (−2)2  

=  √9 + 4            
1

2
 

 = √13   III 
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PS  = √(−2 −2)2 + (−5 − 1)2  

 = = √(−4)2 + (−6)2  

=  √16 + 36  

 = √52   IV       
1

2
 

In      PQRS  

 PQ = RS    from I & III 

 QR = PS   from II & IV 

     PQRS is a parallelogram.        
1

2
 

By distance formulae 

PR  = √(−5 −2)2 + (−3 − 1)2  

 = = √(−7)2 + (−4)2  

=  √49 + 16  

 = √65   V       
1

2
 

QS  = √[(−2 −(−1)2 + (−5 − 3)2 

 = = √(−1)2 + (−8)2  

=  √49 + 64  

 = √65   VI 

In parallelogram PQRS 

 Diagonal PR = Diagonal QS  From V & VI 

     PQRS is a rectangle.         
1

2

  

Q.5  

1) a) In ∆AOB & ∆COD 

 ∠OAB ≅ ∠OCD  Altenal angle.     
1

2
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∠AOB ≅ ∠COD  Opposite angle 

∆OAB ~ ∆OCD  A – A test      
1

2
 

c) 
𝐴𝑂

𝐶𝑂
 =  

𝑂𝐵

𝑂𝐷
 =  

𝐴𝐵

𝐶𝐷
                    

1

2

   
𝐴𝑂

𝐶𝑂
 =  

𝑂𝐵

𝑂𝐷
 =  

3𝐶𝐷

𝐶𝐷
 [AB = 3CD]       

1

2
 

 
𝐴𝑂

𝐶𝑂
 =  

𝑂𝐵

𝑂𝐷
 = 3         

1

2
 

 
𝐴𝑂

𝐶𝑂
 =3  &  

𝑂𝐵

𝑂𝐷
 =  3 

  

AO = 3CO  &  OB = 3OD     
1

2
 

ii) Suppose O is the centre of circle and seg PM is the tangent drawn from 

the distance  √12 out side the circle. Mis the touching point  

  

 By Pythagoras theorem. 

 OP2 = OM2 + PM2 

 OP2 = 22 + (√12)2 

 OP2 = 4 +12 

OP2 = 16 

OP = 4 cm 
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1) Draw a circle with radius        
1

2
 

2) Take a point p Outside the circle at distance 4 cm.   
1

2
 

3) To construct perpendicular bisector of OP     
1

2
 

4) Draw a circle with radius OQ and centre Q.    
1

2
 

5) Draw a line MP and line OP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,Satara 

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini,Rayat Dyandeep 
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S.S.C March 2021-22 

                                    Model Activity Sheet – 2                 Marks - 40 

Std - 10th             Sub : Mathematics –II      Time : 2hr.  

Instruction :  

1) All questions are compulsory. 

2) Use of calculator is not allowed 

3) The numbers to right of the questions indicate full marks. 

4) In case of MCQ’s [Q.No 1(A)] only the first attempt will be 

evaluated and will be given credit 

5) For every MCQ, the correct alternative (A), (B), (C) or (D) in front 

of sub questions number is to be written as an answer. 

6) Draw proper figures for answer wherever necessary. 

7) The marks of construction should be clear and distinct. Do not erase 

them. 

8) Diagram is essential for writing the proof of the theorem. 

Q.1. A] Four alternative answers are given for every sub questions. 

Select the correct alternative and write the alphabet of that answer.        4 

1) If a,b,c are sides of a triangle and 𝑎2 + 𝑏2 = 𝑐2, name the type of 

triangle. 

 a) obtuse angled triangle  b) Acute angled triangle 

 c) Right angled triangle  d) Equilateral. 

2) In a cyclic ⊡ 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷, twice the measure of ∠𝐴 is thrice the measure 

of ∠𝐶. Find the measure of ∠𝐶. 

 a) 36°  b) 72°  c) 90°  d) 108° 
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3) The point of concurrence (centroid) divides the median in the 

ratio……. 

 a) 3:1  b) 2:1  c) 1:3  d) 1:2 

4) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃 = ? 

 a) 1   b) 0   c) 
1

2
   d) √2 

Q.1- B) Attempt the following sub questions.                                         4 

1) Observe the figure given alongside write the  

     ratio of  

 a) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃  b) tan (𝑔𝑜 − 𝜃) 

2) Two circles of radii 3.4cm and 5.4cm respectively touch each other 

internally. What is the distance between their centre. 

3) Find the diagonal of a square whose side is 10cm. 

4) In the figure RP : PK = 3:2 

Find the value of ratio   

  𝐴(∆𝑇𝑅𝑃): 𝐴(∆𝑇𝑃𝐾) 

Q 2. A] Complete and write the following activities.(any two)          4  

1) ∆𝐿𝑀𝑁 ∠L=300 ∠N=600, ∠M=900 to find MN complete the activity 

    =
1

2
×    (Side opposite 300 angle) 

    =
1

2
× 

 ∴MN =     CM  

2) To find the distance between the point p(-1,1) and Q(5,-7) 

complete the activity. 

Here x1 = −1 y1= 1 𝑥2 = 5 𝑦2 = −7 

By distance formula 
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d(P,Q) =     …. Formula 

=√(5 − (−1))2 + (−7 − 1)2  

=√62 + 2 

d (P,Q)= √                  

d (P,Q) =  

3) M is the mid point of seq AB and seq CM is a median of ∆𝐴𝐵𝐶, 

complete the activity to find ratio of 

 𝐴(∆𝐴𝑀𝐶): 𝐴(∆𝐵𝑀𝐶) 

𝐴(∆𝐴𝑀𝐶)

𝐴(∆𝐵𝑀𝐶)
=  

                                   ∴ =             ………… 

                              
𝐴(∆𝐴𝑀𝐶)

𝐴(∆𝐵𝑀𝐶)
=  

 

Q-2 B) Attempt following sub questions (any four)    08 

1)  In figure If 𝑚∠𝐴𝐵𝐶 = 300 

 Find m(arcApc) 

2) Eliminate 𝜃 if  

𝑥 = 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃  𝑦 = 𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 

3) In figure seg AC and seg BD intersect each other in point P and 
𝐴𝑃

𝐶𝑃
=

𝐵𝑃

𝐷𝑃
 prove that ∆𝐴𝐵𝑃 ~∆𝐶𝐷𝑃 
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4) An observer at a distance of 10m from a tree looks at the top of the 

tree, the angle of elevation is 600. What is the height of the tree? 

(√3 = 1.73) 

5) Find the co-ordinate of midpoint of the segment joining the points 

P(22,20) and Q(0,16) 

Q.3 A) Complete and write following activities (any one)            3 

1) In figure, seg AB is a diameter of circle with centre O. The bisector 

of ∠𝐴𝐶𝐵 intersects the circle at point D, Complete the proof to prove 

that 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝐴𝐷 ≅ 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝐵𝐷 

Proof Seg OD is drawn 

  

 

∠𝐴𝐶𝐵 =     - - - - - angle inscribed in semicircle 

∠𝐷𝐶𝐵 =     - - - - - CD is the bisector ∠𝑐 

𝑚(𝑎𝑟𝑐 𝐷𝐵) =                       --------- inscribed angle theorem 

∠𝐷𝑂𝐵 =       - - - - - - definition of measure of an arc-1) 

𝑠𝑒𝑔 𝑂𝐴 ≅ 𝑆𝑒𝑔 𝑂B . . . . . .                     – (II) 

Line OD is     of seg AB . . . . . From I & II 

𝑠𝑒𝑔 𝐴𝐷 ≅ 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝐵𝐷  

2) If 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 =
20

29
 complete the activity to find 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 

𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 = 

  +𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 =  

𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 =   -  

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 = 
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Q.3 B) Attempt any two.           6 
1) Draw a circle of radius 3.3cm, Draw a chord PQ of length 6.6cm, 
Draw tangent to the circle at the points P and Q. Write your 
observation about the tangents. 
2) ∆𝐴𝐵𝐶 and ∆𝑃𝑄𝑅 are equilateral triangles 49 × 𝐴(∆𝐴𝐵𝐶) =
169 × 𝐴(∆𝑃𝑄𝑅). If 𝐵𝐶 = 26 find.QR 
 
3) In ∆𝐿𝑀𝑁, 𝐿𝑀 = 5  𝑀𝑁 = 13 and LN = 12,
write whether ∆LMN is a right angled triangle or not. 
4) Find the value of y if distance between points A(2, -2) and B(-1, y) is 5. 

 
Q.4. Attempt any two sub questions.      8 

1) ∆𝑃𝑄𝑅~∆𝐿𝑇𝑅, In ∆𝑃𝑄𝑅 PQ=4.2 QR=5.4 PR=4.8 and 
𝑃𝑄

𝐿𝑇
 = 

3

4
 

construct ∆PQR and ∆LTR  
2) In ∆ ABC, seg AD ⊥ seg BC and  

DB = 3CD then prove that  
2AB2 = 2AC2 + BC2 

3) In figure In a circle o, the length of chord AB is equal to 
The radius of the circle find the circle. find  
the measure of each of  

1) ∠AOB 2) ∠ACB 
3) arc AB 4) arc ACB 

 
Q.5 Attempt any one sub question             3 
 
1) In ∆ABC, line DE intersect side AB and AC in point D and E 

 Respectively and DE||BC then prove that 
𝐴𝐷

𝐴𝐵
 = 

𝐴𝐸

𝐴𝐶
 

2) A(6,1) B (8,2) C(9,4) and D(P,3) are the vertices of      ABCD,           
         ABCD is a parallelogram find the value of P. 
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Activity No – 02 

Sub – mathematics –II 

Answer 
Q.1 A] 

 1) C 

 2)  B 

 3)  B 

 4)  A 

Q.1 B] 

 1) sin 𝜃 = 
𝐴𝐵

𝐴𝐶
 , tan (90 − 𝜃) = 

𝐵𝐶

𝐴𝐵
 

 2)  2.0 CM 

 3)  10√2 CM 

 4) 3:2 

Q.2 B] 

 1)  m(arc APC) = 60° 

 2)  x2 + y2 = r2 

 3) height of free 17.3 m 

 4)  Co-ordinate of midpoint (11.18) 

Q.3 B] 

 1)  QR =14 

 2)  ∆LMN is right angled triangle 

 3)  y = 2 or y =-6 

 

Q.4 3) 

 1) ∠AOB = 60°  2) ∠ACB = 30°  

 3) m(arc AB)=60°  4) m(arc ACB)=300° 

Q.5 

 2) P=7 
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2 

Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,Satara 

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini,Rayat Dyandeep 

S.S.C March 2021-22 

                               Model Activity Sheet No.3                 Marks:40 

Std:-X      Sub: Mathmatics Part-II           Time: 2 Hrs 

Instructions- 

1) All questions are compulsory. 

2) Use of calculator is not allowed. 

3) The number to right of the questins indicate full marks. 

4) In case of MCQ’s [Q.No 1(A)] only the first attempt will be evaluated and 

will be given credit. 

5) for every MCQ, the correct alternative (A),(B),(C) or (D) infront of sub 

question number is to be written as an answer. 

6) Draw proper figures for answers wherever necessary. 

7) The marks of construction should be clear and distinct do not erase then.  

8) Diagram is essential for writing the proof of the theorem. 

Q.1 A] four alternative answers are given for every sub-question. select the 

correct alternative and write the alphabet of that answer.             4 

i) Find perimeter of a square if its diagonal is 10      cm. 

A)10 cm B) 40 cm C) 20 cm D) 40 cm 

ii) In ∆ABC, AB =6√3,  AC=12cm, BC=6 cm. find measure of ∠A  

A) 30°       B) 60°        C) 90°      D) 45° 

iii) If x and y co-ordinates have negative sign then these points lie in ……. 

Quadrant. 

A) First      B) Second        C) Third  D) Fourth 

iv) If a radius of circle is 7cm then…….. cm is the largest chord of that circle.  

2 
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A) 7 cm      B) 10.5 cm       C) 14 cm        D) 3.5CM 

Q.1 B] Solve the following questions.                            4 

i) Observe the triplet 10,24,27 state whether it is Pythagorean triplet or not.  

ii) Two circles having radii 3.5cm and 4.8cm touch each other internally. find 

the distance between their centres. 

iii) Find the breadth of rectangle whose length is 16cm and area is 192sq.cm. 

iv) find the co-ordinates of point p if p is the midpoint of a line segment AB 

with A(-4,2) and B(6,2) 

Q.2 A] Complete and write the following activities (any two)      4 

i) find the height of an equilateral triangle having side 2a. 

 side of equilateral triangle =                ………..Given 

 Height of equilateral triangle = 
√3

2
  X  

        = 
√3

2
  X 

        =  

 ii) In ∆PQR,PM=15,PQ=25,PR=20,NR=8 State wheather line NM 

is parallel to side RQ Give Reason                          P 

 PQ=PM+MQ 

 25 =15+MQ                                     N                              M 

 MQ=                          R                                             Q 

 PR=PN+NR  20=PN+8 

 PN =  

 
𝑃𝑀

𝑀𝑄
 =

15

10
  =                 ------------ I 

 
𝑃𝑁

𝑁𝑅
 =

12

8
  =                 ------------ II 
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𝑃𝑀

𝑀𝑄
=

𝑃𝑁

𝑁𝑅
  from I &II 

By converse of basic Proportionality theorem Line NM || side RQ. 

iii) Measures of some angles in are given.                      

 prove that 
𝐴𝑃

𝑃𝐵
 =

𝐴𝑄

𝑄𝐶
                                                        

          ∠APQ = ∠ABC =                                            

          ∠APQ ≅                                                        

Seg PQ || seg BC [……….angles test for parallel line] 

In ∆ABC seg PQ || side BC 

 
𝐴𝑃

𝑃𝐵
 =     

B) Solve the following sub questions (Any four)      8 

i) Draw a circle with centre P and radius 3.4 cm. Take point Q at a 

distance 5.5 cm from the centre. Construct tangents to the circle 

from point Q. 

ii) Find x if distance between points L(x,7) and M(1,15) is 10. 

iii) Prove that sec x + tan x =√
1+sin 𝑥

1−sin 𝑥
 

iv) If tan θ = 
3

4
. find the values of secθ and cosθ 

v)      MRPN is cyclic ∠R = (5x-13)°, ∠N=(4x+4)°.find measures of     

∠R and ∠N. 
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Q.3A] Complete and write the following activities (any one)   3 

i) In the fingure Chord EF || Chord GH                                            

prove that chord EG ≅ chord FH  

fill in the banks and write the proof.                                               

Proof. Draw seg GF 

∠EFG = ∠FGH …………………..(                       )      1 

∠EFG = 
1

2
                          Inscribed angle theorem   2 

∠FGH = 
1

2
       Inscribed angle theorem   3 

M(arc EG) =                        from (1),(2) and (3) 

Chord EG ≅ chord FH 

ii) Prove that   sin4θ – cos4θ = 1-2cos2θ 

LHS = sin4θ – cos4θ 

  = (                +               ) (sin2θ – cos2θ) 

  [a4 – b4 = (a2 + b2)(a2-b2)] 

  = 1 (sin2θ – cos2θ)                   (sin2θ + cos2θ =         ) 

  = sin2θ – cos2θ 

  = (1 -         ) – cos2θ ………….(sin2θ + cos2θ =  1) 

  = 1 -2 cos2θ 
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Q.3 B] Solve any two following sub questions.      6 

i) show that points A(-4,-7),B(-1,2),C(8,5) and D(5,-4) are vertices of 

a rhombus (ABCD) 

ii) from the figure prove that 

∆ DMN ~ ∆AQR   

 

iii) Construct a circle with radius 3.5 cm. Take any point P on it. 

Construct a tangent to circle without using centre of the circle. 

Q.4 Solve any two of the following sub questions.   8 

i) Prove that sec2θ + cosec2θ = sec2θ x cosec2θ 

ii) ∆PQR is an isosceles triangle ∠P = 50°.                                 

Circle passing through point Q and R                                   

interesects PQ at S and PR at point T  

respectively. Join point S and T. 

Find ∠PST                                                                                                        

Q.5 Solve any one of the following sub questions.     3 

i) Prove that In a triangle if the square of one side is equal to the sum 

of the squares of the remaining two sides, then the triangle is a right 

angled triangle. 

ii) Verify that points P(-2,2),Q(2,2) and R (2,7) are vertices of a right 

angled tringle. 
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Answers Question Paper – 3 

Maths – II 

Q.1 A]  

 i) D 

 ii) A 

 iii) C 

 iv) C 

B] 

 i) No 

 ii) 1.3cm. 

 iii) 12cm. 

 iv) P(1,2) 

Q.2 

B] ii) 7 

 iv) secθ =
4

5
,  cosθ = 

5

4
   

 v)  ∠R = 92° , ∠N = 88° 

 

Q.4 ii) 65° 
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,Satara 

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini,Rayat Dyandeep 

S.S.C March 2021-22 

                                   Model Question Paper No. 4               Marks- 40  

Std:10th                          Sub: Mathematics Part II                 Time: 2hr. 

Note : 

1) All questions are compulsary. 

2) Use of calculator is not allowed. 

3) Total marks are shown on the right side of the question. 

4) If necessary draw the figure to justify your answer. 

5) Construction marks should distinct, do not erase them. 

6) For all multiple choice question[Q.No.1 A] marks will be given 

only to the first attempt. 

7) While solving multiple choice questins, write the number of the 

sub questin and write the correct alternative in frant of 

it[A,B,C,D]. 

Q.1 A] Choose the correct alternative.     4 

1) Find diagonal of a square if it’s side is 16cm. 

 a) 32 cm  b) 16 cm  c) 16√2 cm d) 164 cm. 

2) If two circles are touching internall. How many comman tangents 

of them can be drawn? 

 a) Two  b) Three   c) One  d) Four 

3) If ∆ABC ~ ∆PQR are equilateral triangles. A(∆ABC) : A(∆PQR) = 

2:3, If AB = 6 then what is length of PQ. 
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 a) 6√2  b) 9√2  c) 6   d) 9 

4) The maximum number of tangents that can be drawn to a circle 

from a point an circle is………… 

 a) 2  b) 1  c) one & only one  d) 0 

B) Solve following sub questions.        4 

1) Are two triangles is given figure similar, According to the 

informatin given? If yes, by which test? 

                                                                 

                                                                  

                                                                                    

2) In the adjoining figure, the radius of a circle with centre c is 6 

cm. Line AB is tangent at point A d(A,B) = 6 cm. 

Find d(B,C). 

                                                                                                     
                                                                                                    A                B   

3) A side of an isosceles right angled triangle is x. find its 

hypotenuse.  

4) find the distance of point D(+3,-4) from the  origin. 

Q.2 A] Complete following activities (any two)      4 

1) Complete the construction with help of steps. 

 i) Draw circle of radius 4.1cm. Take its centre as V. 

C 
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        ii) Draw segment UV = 7.3 cm. 

       iii) Draw perpendicular to UV and name point of intersection as  M. 

        v)Draw circle with centre M and VM as radius. 

2) Complete the activity in ratio by given relations. 

i) 
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
  =      

ii) sinθ = cos(90 -          ) 

iii) secθ = cosec(90-          ) 

iv) tanθ x tan(90-θ) =  

3) With the given information in along side figure.Complete the 

following  

“Angle inscribed in the same arc are congruent.” 

Given - ∠PQR and ∠PSR are inscribed in the same arc PTR is 

intercepted by the angles.                                Q                  S 

To prove - ∠PQR ≅  ∠PSR 

Proof            P                           R 

 m∠PQR = m(arc PTR)………..I                                  T 

m                  = m(arc PTR) ……..II 

m∠                     = m∠PSR(from eqn I and II) 

m∠PQR = m∠PSR (Angle equal in measure are congruent). 
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B) Solve following sub questions.(Any four)      4 

1) In the given figure, Seg BC ⊥ side AB,                                       C 

Seg AD ⊥ side AB,                                     

BC = 4, AD = 8 then      A       B 

find 
𝐴(∆𝐴𝐵𝐶)

𝐴(∆𝐴𝐷𝐵)
      D  

2) In ∆RST, ∠S=90°, ∠T=30°, RT = 12 cm then find RS and ST. 

3) In given figure,             N  

m(arc NS) =125°,                                        E 

m(arc EF) = 37°,                           M              F                                S           C 

find the measure ∠NMS 

4) If P(-2,-5), Q(4,3) and point D divides seg PQ internally in the 

ratio 3:4 then find co-ordinates of point D. 

5) In given figure, point G,D,E,F are oncylice  

point of a circle with centre C. ∠ECF = 70°,  

m(arc DGF)=100°, find m(arc DE) and m(arc DEF).  

Q.3 A] Complete following activity (any one)      3 

1) Using trigonometric identities, complete the activity. 

 cot2θ – tan2θ = cosec2θ- sec2θ. 

 L.H.S = cot2θ- tan2θ. 
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=(                  - 1) – (                   - 1) 

=                    - 1   -                    + 1 

=                      -  

= R.H.S 

2) Using distance formula, R(-3a,a) and s(a,-2a) Let R(x1,y1) 
=(-3a,a) and S(x2,y2)= (a,-2a) By using distance formula 

d(R,S) = √(x2 − x1)2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦1)2 

    = √[a − (−3a)]2 +                    

    =  √[a + (3a)]2 +                    

    =  √[(4a)]2 +                    

    =  √16𝑎2 +                    

    =   √                   

    = d(R,S) =  

B) Solve following sub questions.(any two).   6          

1) Prove that, “If a line parallel to aside of a triangle intersects the 

remaining sides in two distinct points then the line divides the 

sides in the same proportion”. 

2) In the given figure, M is the mid       P 

point of QR, ∠PRQ =90° then prove  

that, PQ2 = 4PM2 – 3PR2                              

           R                 M                  Q 
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3) ∆AMT ~ ∆AHE . In ∆AMT, AM = 6.3 cm. ∠TAM = 50°,  

    AT = 5.6 cm AM:AH = 7:5 construct ∆AHE.  

4) Prove that, In a right angled triangle, if the altitude is drawn to 

the hypotenuse then the two triangles formed are similar to the 

original triangle and to each other. 

Q 4 – Solve the following sub questions. (any two)     8 

1) If the area of two similar triangle are equal then prove that 

they are congruent. 

2) with the given information.                                                    A 

Seg AD ⊥ side BC, 

Seg BE ⊥ side AC,                                                             F                         E  

Seg CF ⊥ side AB.                            

Point O is the orthocentre. 

Prove that point O is the incentre of ∆DEF    B                     D              C   

3) If √3 tanθ = 3 sinθ and θ≠0 then find the value of sin2θ-cos2θ. 

Q 5 – Solve following sub questions. (Any one)        3 

1) Two triangles are similar, The length of the side of the smaller 

triangle are 4 cm. 5 cm and 6 cm respectively. The perimeter of 

the larger triangle is 90cm then find the length of sides of larger 

triangle. 

2) find the types of the quadrilateral if points A(-4,-2),B(-3,-7), 

C(3,-2) and D(2,3) are joined serially. 
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Question Paper No 4 

Math Part II 

Answer Sheet 

Q.1 A] i) C 

  ii) A 

  iii) D 

  iv) B 

 B] i) SAS Test 

  ii) 6√2 cm 

  iii) x√2 unit 

  iv) 5 

Q.2 A] i)  Construction 

  ii) tanθ, θ, θ, 1 

  iii)  Intercepted arc, m∠PSR 

 B] i) ½ 

  ii) RS = 6cm , ST =  6√3 𝑐𝑚 

  iii) ∠NMS = 44° 

  iv) (
4

7

11

7 ) 

  v) m(arc CDE) = 90°, m (arc (DEF)=160° 

Q.3 A] i) cosec2θ , sec2θ 

  ii) (-2a-a)2 , (-3a)2, 9a2,25a2,5a 

 B] i) Prove that 

  ii) Prove that 

  iii) Construction 

  iv) Prove that 
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Q.4  i) Prove that 

  ii) Prove that 

  iii) sin2θ – cos2θ = 
1

3
 

Q.5  i)  The length of sides of larger triangle is 24 cm, 30cm and  

                              36cm 

i) Parallelogram. 
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Satara 

Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini, Rayat Dnyandeep 

S.S.C Mach. 2021-22 

                                          Model Activity Sheet No. 1                Time- 2 hr. 

Std. 10th                      Subject: Science and Technology-1            Marks- 40 

Instruction: 

i) All questions are compulsory. 

ii) Draw neat labelled diagram wherever necessary. 

iii) Write new question on new page. 

iv) Number in right side indicates marks. 

v) For question 1(A) marks will be given for first attempt.  

vi) For multiple choice questions write only options. eg . i)-A, ii)-B 

Q.1 A) Choose and write correct alternative with alphabet.     05 

i) The number of electrons in the outermost shell of alkali metals is ........... 

A)1    B)2  C)3   D) 7 

ii) Whenever an object moves under the influence of the force of gravity 

alone, it is said to be .......... 

A) escape velocity   B) gravitation  

C) free fall     D) potential energy 

iii) The conversion of ferrous sulphate to ferric sulphate is ............. reaction. 

A) reduction    B) displacement 

C) combination    D) oxidation. 

iv) In 2008, ISRO successfully launched .............. 

A) Chandrayaan-1   B) Chandrayaan-2 

C) Mangalyaan.    D) Mangalyaan-2 
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v) Twinkling of star is an example of ....... of light. 

A) reflection    B) dispersion 

C) scattering    D) refraction 

B) Answer the following.         05 

i) Observe the following formula and write the law. 

T2 ∝ r3 

ii) Name the satellite which is used in field of education. 

iii) State true or false. 

Rainbow is combined effect of dispersion, refraction and total internal 

reflection of light. 

iv) Complete the correlation. 

Rod cell: intensity of light:: Conical cell: ................ 

v) Match the pairs. 

Colum‘A’      Colum B’ 

1) Chemical formula of rust    a) Fe2 O3 

b) Fe2O3.H2O 

c) FeSO4  

Q.2 A) Give scientific reasons.(Any two)       04 

i) In winter season white trail at a back of flying plane is seen in clear sky. 

ii) Elements belonging to same group have the same valency. 

iii)It takes time for pieces of Shahabad tile to disappear in HCl, but it’s 

     powder disappears rapidly. 

B) Answer the following questions. (Any three)     06 

i) Draw structural formula from their molecular formula given below. 

a) C3H8 

b) C4H10 
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ii) Classify following metals and complete the table. 

(Cu, Zn, Ca, Mg, Fe, Na, Li) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

iii) Complete the following activity for defect of vision. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

iv) Who will spend more electrical energy? 5OOW TV set in 30 mins, or   

     600W heater in 20 mins? 

 

v) Observe the figure and answer the questions.  

a) Which phenomenon is seen in the figure? 

b) What happens when light ray passes 

from rarer medium to denser medium?  

 

 

Reactivity of metal 

 

Highly reactive metal 

 

-------------------------------------- Less reactive metal 

 
-------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- 

eye can see………. 

object clearly. 

 

Curvature of cornea 

& eye lens…………. 

 

Farsightedness 

 

Image of nearby 

object formed…….. 

 

Defect corrected by 

using ………….. lens. 
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Q 3) Answer the following questions. (Any five)     15 

i) State and explain Newton’s Universal law of gravitation. 

ii) Observe the following reactions and answer the questions. 

A) 2Mg +O2                                                           2MgO 

B) CaCO3                                         CaO + CO2 

a) Write the type of reaction 'A' b) Name the product in reaction 'B’ 

c) Write any one difference between reaction 'A' and 'B’. 

iii) Study the graph and answer the questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) What line AB indicate?  

b) Which line represent increasing temperature? 

c) Define specific latent heat of fusion. 

iv) Complete the activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artificial Satellite 

-------------------------

------------------------- 

Broadcast satellite 

 

Predication of 

weather 
 

--------------------

-------------------- 

-------------------------

------------------------- 

Study of forest 
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v) Observe the figure and answer the questions. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

a) Label the parts of the diagram marked as a, b, c, d. 

b) Name this method based on separation of gravitation. 

 

vi) Write merits of Mendeleev's periodic table. 

vii) Write any three sign conventions for lenses. 

viii) Observe the figure and answer the questions. 

                      

a) What is dispersion of light?  b) Which colour bends least? 

c) Write wavelength of violet light. 
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Q.4) Answer the question. (Any one)       05 

 

i) Complete the activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ii) Observe the diagram and answer the questions. 

 

a) What is name of the device?   1 

b) Where the device is used?    1 

c) Write working of device in short.  3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hydrocarbon 

Saturated ……………….. 

……………. Alkenes ………………. 

CnH2n+2 ………………… ………………. 

CH4 ……

…… 

………

…... 

………

…... 

………

…... 

………

…... 
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,Satara 

Karmveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep 

S.S.C.March 2021-22 

                                      Model Activity Sheet No.2                      Time-2Hrs. 

STD- 10th            Subject: Science and Technology Part-1           Marks -40 

Instructions:  

i)    All questions are compulsory. 

li)  Draw neat labeled diagram, wherever necessary. 

iii) Write new question on new page. 

iv) Number in right side indicates marks. 

v)  For the question 1(A) marks will be given for first attempt. 

vi) For multiple choice question, write only option e.g i) A ii) B 

Q1 A) Choose the correct alternative and write the alphabet.            05 

i)Which of the following is a scalar quantity? 

A) Gravitational acceleration   B) Gravitational force 

C) Mass      D) Weight 

ii) In the Wilfley table method, the particles of gangue are separated by ..... 

separation method. 

A)Leaching      B)Gravitational  

C) Froth floatation      D) Magnetic 

iii) Which of the following elements belong to the same period ? 

Element He Ne B 

Atomic 

Number 

 

2 10 5 

  

A) He,Ne   B) Ne,B  C) B,He   D) He,Ne,B 
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iv) ……… light is deviated the least in the spectrum of white light obtained 

with a glass prism. 

A) Red    B)Yellow  C) Violet   D) Blue 

v) Which of the following satellite launcher is developed by India? 

A)INSAT   B)IRNSS  C) EDUSAT   D)PSLV 

Q1 B) Answer the following questions.        05 

i) Match the columns  

            Column ‘A’      Column ‘B’ 

Acceleration due to gravity    a) kg 

b) Nm2/Kg2 

c) m/s2 

ii) State True or False.     

If the angle of incidence is 0°, the angle of refraction is 90° 

iii) Name the following 

A satellite orbiting at a height equal to or greater than 35780 km above 

the earth’s surface. 

iv) Find the correlation: 

Focal length :meter:: Power of lens:..........  

v) Find the odd one out: 

1 watt ,1 kWh ,1 Ω, 1 Joule/second 

Q2 A) Give scientific reasons.( Any Two)     4 

i) A simple microscope is used for watch repairs. 

ii) Generally the ionic compounds have high melting points. 

iii) Tungsten metal is used to make solenoid type coil in an electric bulb. 
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Q2 B) Solve the following questions.( Any Three)     6 

           [O] 

i) CH3-CH2-CH2-OH    —————— >  CH3CH2COOH 

K2 Cr2 O7/ H2SO4 

a) Identify the oxidising agent in the above chemical reaction. 

b) Define oxidising agent. 

ii)Observe the diagram of a human eye and answer the questions based on 

it. 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Name the type of lens in the human eye. 

b) Name a dark fleshy screen behind the cornea. 

iii) What is the difference between space shuttle and satellite launch 

vehicles? 

iv) Write a short note on  ‘escape velocity’ 

v) Study the diagram of a lake in cold region. 

 

 Write the temperature observed at point C and point D.  

Q3)Answer the following questions ( Any five)      15 

i) By referring to the modern periodic table answer the following questions. 
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a) On what basis are the elements arranged in the modern periodic table? 

b) Which elements are present near the zigzag line? 

c) What is the periodic trend observed in the variation of atomic radius down 

a group? 

ii) Identify the process given in the following passage and draw neat labelled 

diagram showing the process. 

Electrolysis of molten mixture of alumina (melting point 

>2000°C)done in a steel tank. The tank has a graphite lining on the inner 

side. This lining does the work of a cathode. 

A set of graphite rods dipped in the molten electrolyte works as anode 

cryolite(Na3A𝜄F6) and fluorspar (CaF) are added in the mixture to lower its 

melting point upto 1000°C. 

iii) Write the IUPAC name of the following structural formula. 

a) CH3-CH2NH2)  b) CH3- CH2- CH-CH3  c) CH3-CHO 

   Cl 

iv) How much heat energy is necessary to raise the temperature of 5 kg of 

water from 20°C to 100°C . 

v) Observe the following picture and explain  it with a chemical equation. 

 

 

      

  

 

 

vi) What is gravitational potential energy? Write the formula for it. 

vii) Study the following chemical reaction and answer the questions given 

below. 

BaS + ZnSO4 ——> BaSO4+ZnS 
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1) Write the type of chemical reaction. 

2) Write the definition of above type of chemical reaction. 

3) Name the precipitate formed in the above reaction. 

viii) Observe the given figure and answer the following questions 

 

    

 

 

 

a) Identify and write the natural process shown in the figure. 

b) List the phenomena which are observed in this process. 

c) Redraw the diagram and show the above phenomena in it. 

 

Q4 Solve any one of the following question.      5 

i)  1)Write the molecular formula of ethanol  

2)Which functional group is present in ethanol? 

3) What happens when ethanol is burnt in air? 

4) State any two physical properties of ethanol. 

5) State the uses of ethanol. 

ii)  1) What is the meaning of absolute humidity? 

2)Write the formula for percentage relative humidity. 

3) Write the units of heat in SI unit and CGS unit. | 

4) How does heat get exchanged? 
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Karmaveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep 

SSC March 2021 -2022 

         Model Activity Sheet No.3                  Time - 2Hrs. 

STD-10th    Subject — Science and Technology Part1        Marks -40 

Instructions:  

i) All questions are compulsory. 

ii) Draw neat labelled diagram, wherever necessary. 

iii)Write new question on new page. 

iv) Number in right side indicates marks. 

v) For the question 1(A) marks will be given for first attempt. 

vi) For multiple choice question, write only option e.g. i)-A, ii)B 

Q1. A) Choose the correct alternative and write the alphabet.   05 

i) Zinc reacts with hydrochloric acid. The reaction is .............. reaction. 

A) combination   B) decomposition 

C) displacement   D) double displacement 

ii) The direction of the magnetic field around a straight conductor carrying 

     current is given by .......... 

A) right hand thumb rule  B) Fleming’s left hand rule 

C) Fleming’s right hand rule  D) Ohm's law 

iii) When rays of light are incident on a glass slab, then the incident ray and 

emergent ray are ............. to each other. 

A) perpendicular B) parallel 

C) intersecting D) concurrent 
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iv) The density of water is maximum at ................. 

A)0 °c  B) -4 °c  

C)100 °c  D)  4 °c 

v)………. is used to prepare carbon black. 

A) Methane  B) Ethane 

C) Propane   D) Butane 

Q1. B) Answer the following questions.       05 

i) Find the odd one out. 

Neon, Nitrogen, Argon, Helium. 

ii) Find the correct correlation. 

iris : pupil :: ciliary muscles : ……….. 

iii) State True or False. 

The value of g increases with altitude. 

iv) Name the following. 

Alloy of sodium with mercury. 

v) Match the column.  

           Group A     Group B 

        1) International space station   a) Medium earth orbit 

                b) Low earth orbit 

                c) High earth orbit 

Q2. A) Give scientific reasons. (Any Two)      04 

i) For electric power transmission, copper or aluminum wire is used. 

ii) Sodium is always kept in kerosene. 

iii) With a specific initial velocity, we can jump higher on the moon than on 

the earth. 
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Q2. B) Solve the following questions. (Any Three)     06 

i) Observe the figure and complete the table. 

Points Answer 

a) Position of the object ------------- 

b) Position of the image   ------------- 

c) Size of the image ------------- 

d) Nature of the image ------------- 

 

ii) The heat energy is being produced in a resistance in a circuit at the rate 

of 100 W. The current of 3 A is flowing in the circuit. What must be the 

value of the resistance? 

iii) The atomic number of the metal “A” is 11. While the atomic number of 

the metal “B” is 20. Amongst these two metals, which metal is more 

reactive? 

Write the chemical reaction of metal “A” with dilute HCI. 

iv) Observe the following figure and give the answers of the questions given 

below. 

a) Identify the instrument shown in the figure. 

b) Write two uses of that instrument. 

  

  

 

v) Distinguish between : Absolute humidity and relative humidity. 

Q3. Answer the following questions. (Any five)     15 

i) Two spheres with uniform density have masses 10 Kg and 40 kg. The 

distance between the centers of the spheres is 200 m. Find the gravitational 

force between them. 

ii) State the Newlands Law of Octaves. Explain the law using two suitable 

examples. 

iii) Study the following reaction and answer the questions given below. 
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                                 heat 

          C12 H22 O11                    C + H2O 

 

a) Identify the type of chemical reaction. 

b) Balance and write the above chemical equation. 

c) Write the physical states of the reactants and product.  

iv) What is meant by specific heat capacity? 

a) State the SI unit of specific heat capacity. 

b) Which principle is used to measure the specific heat capacity? 

v) Aniket from Std. X uses spectacles. The power of the lenses in his 

spectacles is -0.5 D. Answer the following questions  

a) State the type of lenses used in his spectacles. 

b) Name the defect of vision Aniket is suffering from. 

c) Find the focal length of the lenses used in his spectacles. 

vi) What are hydrocarbons? 

a) Identify the following hydrocarbon. 

H  H 

H C  C H 

 H  H  

b) Draw the structural formula of smallest hydrocarbon. 

vii) Why it is beneficial to use a satellite launch vehicle made up of more 

than one stage? 

viii) What is a solenoid? Draw a neat labelled diagram of magnetic field due 

to a current in a solenoid. 

Q4. Solve any one of the following question.      05 

i) The observations made by Swarali while doing the experiment are given 

below. Based on these, write answers to the questions. 
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Swarali found that the light ray travelling from the denser medium to 

rarer medium goes away from the normal. If the angle of incidence (i) is 

raised by Swarali, the angle of refraction (r) went on increasing. However, 

after certain value of the angle of incidence, the light ray is seen to return 

back into the denser medium. 

a) What is the specific value of ∠i called? 

b) What is the process of reflection of incident ray into denser medium 

called? 

c) Draw the diagrams of three observations made by Swarali. 

ii) An element has its electronic configuration as 2, 8, 2. Now answer the 

following questions. 

a) What is the atomic number of this element? 

b) What is the group of this element? 

c) To which period does the element belong? 

d) State the valency of this element. 

e) With which of the following elements would this element resembles? 

(Atomic numbers are given in the brackets) 

N(7), Be(4), Ar(18), Cl(17) 
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Rayat Shikshan Sanstha,Satara 

Karmveer Vidyaprabodhini Rayat Dnyandeep 
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                                    Model Activity Sheet No.1                         Time: 2Hrs. 

STD – 10th   Subject : Science and Technology Part - 2     Marks -40 

Instructions : 

i) All questions are compulsory. 

ii) The numbers to the right side of the questions indicate full marks. 

iii) Start writing each main question on new page. 

iv) Scientifically correct, labelled diagrams should be drawn wherever 

necessary. 

v) for each MCQ, the correct alternative (A),(B),(C),(D) with sub question 

number is to be written as an answer. For eg : (i) A (ii) B 

Q1 (A) Choose the correct alternative and write its alphabet.   05 

i) ………. is the connecting link between Reptilia and mammalia. 

A) Lung fish   B) Peripatus  

C) Balanoglossus  D) Duck Billed Platypus  

ii) In order to fertilize ovum in oviduct the sperm has to travel through the 

following path. 

A) Oviduct            Vagina             Uterus. 

B) Uterus             Vagina            Oviduct. 

C) Vagina             Uterus             Oviduct. 

D) Oviduct             Uterus            Vagina. 

iii) Which of the following is man-made disaster? 

A) Earthquake. B) flood 

C) Meteorite.  D) Leakage of toxic gases. 
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iv) ……………….  is a cold blooded animal. 

A) Bat  B) Snake. 

C) Rabbit D) Elephant 

v) ……………… gas is considered to be the fuel of future. 

A) Hydrogen  B) Nitrogen C) Propane  D) Methane 

Q.1 (B) Answer the following questions.      5 

i) Identify the given living organism and write its phylum in which it 

belongs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ii) Find the correlation. 

 Calyx :  Sepals :: Corolla :……………………. 

iii) Complete the following table. 

 

 

iv) Find odd one out. 

 Anemia, Diabetes, Leukemia, Thalassemia. 

v) Give two names of Biofertilizers. 

Q.2 (A) Give scientific reasons.(Any Two)     4 

i) Fertilization in plants is called double fertilization. 

ii) Importance of outdoor games is unparalleled. 

Body cavity Germ Layer Phylum 

Absent Diploblastic  

Present  Arthropoda 
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iii) Flower is the structural unit of sexual reproduction in plants. 

 

Q.2(B) Solve the following questions.(Any three)     06 

i) Identify the figure, What is its importance from evolutionary point of 

view? 

 

 

ii) Distinguish between-  

 Glycolysis and kreb’s cycle(TCA cycle) 

 

iii) What are the meanings of the following symbols? 

 Write your role accordingly. 

  

  

  

 

   (A)            (B) 

iv) Complete the table with reference to given disaster. 

Disaster Symptoms Effect Remedy 

Forest fire  
Every thing turns to 

ashes 
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 v) Complete the following chart. 

Sr.No Microbes performing 

tasks of cleaning 

Functions 

I Acidophillium spp and 

Acidobacillus 

ferroxidens 

 

Ii  Conservation of salts 

of Uranium into 

insoluble salts. 

Iii Thiobacilli and 

sulphobacilli 

 

Iv  Decompositions of 

PET 

 

Q.3) Solve the following questions.(Any five)     15 

i) Identify the stage of Mitosis Shown in the figure, Explain this stage. 

 

 

 

ii) Which method of asexual reproduction is shown in following figure? 

Explain it. 
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iii) Complete the following flow chart. Explain how electrical energy is 

produced in this power plant. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

iv) What does the picture show? What can be the outcome of this situation? 

 

 

 

 

v) Complete the following table with given points. 

 

                 
 

* Class :…………………………… 

* Two characteristics : 

1)___________________________ 

_____________________________ 

 

2) __________________________ 

____________________________ 

 

 

             
 

* Class :_____________________ 

* Two Characteristics : 

1) __________________________ 

____________________________ 

 

2) __________________________ 

____________________________ 

vi) Answer the following. 

a) Write scientific name of baker’s yeast. 

b) How the bread and other products produced using baker’s yeast are 

nutritious? 

Nuclear 

reactor for 

nuclear 

fission 

 
Steam 

Turbine 
Generator 

Electrical 

Energy 

 
System for conversion of 

steam back into water 
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vii) observe the given picture and answer the following questions. 

a) What is depicted in the picture? 

b) What is the benefit of this 

activity? 

c) What measures can you take to 

develop positive attitude? 

 

 viii) Distinguish between conventional sources of energy & Non-

conventional Sources of energy.(3 points) 

Q.4 Solve the following questions.(Any One)      05 

i)  a) Write short note on         sacred grove. 

b)  Write factors responsible for environmental pollution? 

c) What will be the effect of industry established on river back on the 

river ecosystem?  

ii) Read the given paragraph carefully and answer the questions below. 

 ‘A liberal view behind the concept of organ & body donation is that 

after death our body should be useful to other needful persons. So that their 

miserable life would become comfortable. Availability of donar is an 

important requirement in organ transplantation. Various factors like blood 

group, diseases, disorders, age etc. of the donar & recipient need to be paid 

attention during donation. Organs like liver, heart, eyes can be donated after 

death only. 

 Life of many people can be rendered comfortable by donation of 

organs like kidney skin etc. Similarly body can be made available for 

research in medical studies. In some cases the close relatives of diseased 

person take the decision to donate organs. 

a) What is the liberal view behind the organ and body donation? 2 

b) Name any 4 organs that can be donated.     1 

c) Which factors & requirements should be considered while  

donating the organs?        2  
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Instructions: 

i) All questions are compulsory. 

ii) Draw neat labelled diagram, wherever necessary. 

iii) Write new question on new page. 

iv) Number in right side indicates marks. 

v) For the question 1(A) marks will be given for first attempt. 

vi) For multiple choice question, write only option e.gi)-A ii)B 

 

Q1 A) Choose the correct alternative and write the alphabet.   05 

i) Evolution means ………….. 

A) gradual development   B) mutation 

C) transcription      D) differentiation 

ii) Vegetative propagation is performed with the help of……in sweet potato 

A) root      B) stem   

C) flower      D) leaf 

iii) Solar cells are made up of a special type of material called 

semiconductor such as…….. 

A) silicon      B) hydrogen  

C) uranium     D) borosilicate 
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iv) The process of glycolysis occurs in……… 

A) cytoplasm     B) mitochondria  

C) nucleus             D) cell membrane 

v) Salts which are used as supplement of calcium and iron are obtained  

    from ......... 

A) gluconic acid     B) citric acid 

C) lactic acid     D) itaconic acid 

 

Q1 B) Answer the following questions      05 

i) Find the odd one out, 

Dark chocolate, miso soup, wafers , corn syrup . 

ii) Find the correct correlation. 

mRNA : Transcription :: tRNA : ……. 

iii) State True or False. 

During favorable conditions multiple fission is performed by amoeba. 

iv) Name the following. 

Though I am multicellular, there are no tissue in my body. What is the name 

of my phylum? 

v) Write Definition — social health . 

Q2 A) Give scientific reasons.( Any Two)     04 

i) Body temperature of reptiles is not constant. 

ii) It is absolutely necessary to control the fission reaction in nuclear power   

     plants. 

iii) Older mothers have greater chance of conceiving abnormal children. 
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B) Solve the following questions ( Any Three)      06 

i) Name any four organs that can be donated. 

ii) Write the names of intentional man made disaster and unknown man   

    made disaster. 

 

iii) Complete the flow chart . 

Threatened species 

 

Endangered species      Vulnerable species     Indeterminate species 

  

                             Red panda/Musk deer 

   

iv) Write the benefits of microbial inoculants. 

v) What do these symbols indicate? Write your role accordingly. 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.3 Answer the following questions. (Any five)     15 

i) Explain the difference between mitosis and meiosis. 

Point of difference mitosis meiosis 

1) Number of chromosomes    

2) In which cell does it occurs    

3) Number of cells formed    

ii) What are the advantages of hydroelectric power generation?  

iii) Complete the paragraph. 
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(degenerated, red bone marrow, adipose connective tissue, blastocyst, 

umbilical cord, differentiation, liver ) 

…………………………….of stem Cells can form various tissues in the 

body. Stem cells are present in the ...................... by which the foetus is 

joined to the uterus of the mother. 

Stem cells are also present in the ..................... stage of embryonic 

development. Stem cells are present in .................. and ................ of adult 

human beings. It has become possible to produce different types of tissues 

and the ..................... part of any organ with the help of these stem cells. 

iv) Identify the following organism and complete the table. 

Classification 

Kingdom :  

Sub kingdom : 

Phylum : 

Species : 

One character :  

 

v) Explain the terms. 

a) Mutation  b) Transcription  c) Translation  

vi) Explain the effects of disaster on the economy of the nation and local 

leadership. 

vii) Identify type of asexual reproduction in diagram and explain it. 

 

 

 

viii) Explain in brief DNA fingerprinting. Give two examples where this 

technique is used. 

Q.4 Solve any one of the following question.      05  

i) Identify the type of disaster and describe the one effect of the same. 

a) Terrorism. b) Soil erosion c) Hepatitis  

d) Forest fire e) Famine.  
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ii) Answer the following questions with respect to the sexual reproduction 

in plants. 

a) lable the diagram. 

 

 

 

b) Name the part made up of the stigma, style and ovary. 

c) Name the male part of the flower.  

d) Where are the pollen grains produced?  
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Instructions:  

i) All questions are compulsory. 

li) Draw neat labelled diagram, wherever necessary. 

iii)Write new question on new page. 

iv) Number in right side indicates marks. 

v) For the question.1(A) marks will be given for first attempt. 

vi) For multiple choice question, write only option e.g i-A, ii-B 

Q1 A) Choose the correct alternative and write the alphabet.   05 

i) Which phase can be called a phase of reverse of prophase? 

A) Cytokinesis    B) Metaphase 

C) Anaphase    D) Telophase 

ii) Which of the following is a mode of asexual reproduction? 

A) Cloning     B) Budding 

C) Pollination    D) Germination 

iii) ‘Molai Jungle’ is situated in Kokilamukh of Jorhat district of 

A) Gujarat     B) Assam 

C) Rajasthan    D) Kerala 

iv) …………. is product is not prepared by microbial fermentation. 

A) Vinegar     B) Soya sauce 

C) Ketchup    D) Ajinomoto 

v) Incomplete combustion of fuels leads to formation of………………. 
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A) Carbon monoxide   B) Carbon dioxide 

C) Sulphur dioxide    D) Nitrogen dioxide 

Q1. B) Answer the following questions :       05 

i) Find the odd one out. 

Adhar card, PAN card, Greeting card, Credit card. 

ii) Identify and complete the following correlation : 

BT Brinjal : Genetically modified crops:: Azolla :……………….. 

iii) State true or false. 

The theory of natural selection which mentions ‘Survival of Fittest’ is 

given by Lamarck. 

iv) Identify the given symbol : 

 

  

 

v) Identify the picture and mention it’s phylum. 

 

  

 

 

 

Q.2 A) Give scientific reason. (Any two)       04 

i) Peripatus is said to be a connecting link between Annelida and 

Arthropoda. 

ii) Microbial enzymes are said to be ecofriendly. 

iii) Fibres are one of the important nutrients. 
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B) Solve the following questions (Any three)     06 

i) Define the following : a) Vaccine b) Stem cell  

ii) Observe the diagram of Planaria and answer the following questions. 

 

 

 

 

a] Which type of body symmetry is seen Planaria? 

b] Write it’s germ layers. 

iii) Distinguish between : Monozygotic twins and Dizygotic twins. 

iv) Explain the meaning of the following symbols. 

 

 

 

 

 

v) Complete the following chart . 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

Properties of Predisaster management 
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Q3) Answer the following questions. ( Any five)     15 

i) Identify the following organism and write the characteristics of the 

phylum to which it belongs 

 

 

  

 

 

ii)Complete the following conceptual picture with respect to its uses. 

 

  

  

 

  

   

 

    

 

 

iii) Complete the following table. 

   

Names of threatened 

Species 

 

Endangered Heritage 

places 

Reasons 

 

--------------------- Manas sanctuary 

Due to dams and 

indiscriminate use of 

water 

--------------------- Sunderban sanctuary ----------------- 

 

Xanthan gum 
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iv) Express your opinion on the following picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

v) Explain the types of biodiversity with suitable examples. 

vi) Observe the diagram and answer the question given below. 

 

 

   

 

 

  

   

a) What is meant by ‘Triplet codon’ ?  

b) Define translocation. 

c) Write the function of rRNA. 

vii) Identify the type of disaster and write pre- and post – management for 

this disaster. 
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viii) Explain how energy is formed from oxidation of carbohydrates? 

Correct the diagram by redrawing in correct sequences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.4 Solve any one of the following question.     05 

i) Observe the diagram and answer the following questions given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1)  Lable the parts marks as ‘a’     

and ‘b’ of the given diagram  

2) In which part does 

fertilization take place?  

3) Name the hormones that 

control female reproductive 

system. 

4) What is menopause? 

5) How many immature oocytes 

are present in the newly 

borned baby? 
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ii) Complete the chart of ‘Bio-remediation’: 

Name of the plants It’s function 

Pteris Vitata  

 Absorbs selenium from the soil. 

Sunflower  

 Absorbs radiations from radioactive 

debris. 

Grasses like alfalfa,clover and rye  
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